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ERROR OF THRE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET 
UNION IN CONNECTION WITH FUNDS DELIVERED 
AUGUST, 1965, AND AMOUNT TO BE MADE AVAIL~ 
ABLE TO THE "NEW WORLD REVIEW" 

In discussiong held in early November, 1965, in 
Moscow, USSR, with Nikolai V. Mostovets, Head of the North 
and South Amorican Section, International Department, 
Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU), and his assistant, Igor Mikhailov, and in a dis- 

cussion with Vladimir (last name unknown) of the Security 
Branch, Central Committee, CPSU, these individuals noted 
that because of a translation error on their part, an 
ancorrect aral message had been given to the Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA) on August 26, 1965, This message 
from the CPSU was transmitted to the CP, USA during a per~ 
‘sonal contact in New York when $300,000 had been turned 
oyer to the Party. The oral message transmitted at the 
time noted that "thirty thousand of this money was for 
Jessica Smith of the 'New World Review,'" Actually, 
however, they noted the message should had been that 
fifteen thousand of this money was for Jessica and that 
the total now provided to her in 1965 was $30,000. 

While all of the above-noted individuals 
acknowledged that the error was theirs, based on transla~ 
tion problems and not an error of the CP, USA, they could 
not make restitution to the CP, USA of this $15,000, 
Accordingly, they inquired if the money had already been 
transmitted to Jessica Smith and 17 so the Party here 
should make every effort to get it back from her, | if 
the money had not been totally delivered, then it should 
be considered as part of CP, USA funds and not Jessica's 
money. | 
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‘Captioned case involves. the Bureau's highly valuable 
a. confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 

ΕΝ cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 11/23/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's. 
radio station at Midland. at which time two'messages, NR 422 
GR 25 and NR 812 GR 37), were intercepted. 

The plain. text and cipher text .are:- attached. 

The New York Office. is. aware of the contents, 
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Bate: 11/23/65 

Transmit the following in. 
(Type in plaintext of codél | 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) fit 

! FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ᾿ AC ah? 

7 ΒΌΒΟΈΟΤ: “S010 | Δα ΖΞ ζ΄. 
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* Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is the original 
| and taree copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 

ietterhead memorandum (LHM) captioned "Communist Party of 
4 | 7 Great Britain Relations With Other Conmunist Parties." 

Ἰ 

ΝΕ \, The information set forth in the enclosed LUM was 
Today orally furnished on 11/12/65 by CG 5824- S* to SA's WALTER A. 

BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
Ν 
% The enclosed LHM has been classified 

Since the unauthorized disclosure of this information could 
“ reasonably result in the disclosure of the source who is 

furnishing information on the highest level concerning the 
international communist movenent. 

To furt) 
LHM has been ον; 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. 

Novenber 23, 1965 _ 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF GREAT BRITAIN 
RELATIONS WITH OTHER COMMUNIST 
PARTIES 

pat 

During November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During the period of October 21-23, 1965, there was 
held in Prague, Czechoslovakia, a symposium marking the 30th 
Anniversary of the 7th Congress of the Communist International. 
This symposium, sponsored jointly by the "World Marxist Review" 
("WMR"), official theoretical organ of the international communist 
movement, and the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ), was 
attended by representatives of 39 Communist Parties plus other 
unofficial individual representatives. Notable by its absence 
was a delegation from the Communist Party of Great Britain (CPGB). 
It was learned from a representative of the "WMR" that the CPGB 
had ‘been invited but had chosen not to send a delegation. In 
addition the CPGB had contacted John Gibbons, a former American 
now residing in Czechoslovakia who represents the CPGB on the 
Editorial Board of the "WMR", and specifically told him not to 
attend the symposium, It was the prevailing opinion that this 
is a further indication that the CPGB does not desire to associate 
‘itself with international communist meetings of any type which 
might be construed as signifying their approval of whatever line 
may be expressed by the meeting relative to the present split in 
‘the world communist movement. This opinion has been re-enforced 
by ‘the action recently taken by the CPGB in communicating to the 
other Communist Parties of the world that it does not want rep- 
resentatives, or fraternal delegations, to attend the forthcoming 
29th Congress of the CPGB to be held November 27-30, 1965. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor con- 

clusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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Date: 11/26/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via. AIRTEL ‘REGISTERED 
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| TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Ιβ ͵ ) 
pe FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ig ἃ 

Go 

t 
On 11/26/65, there was received from the Soviets, 

via radio, a ciphered-partially coded message, the plain κ } 
text of which is as follows: if 

yf 
"To Gus Hall 

"Dear Comrade Gus Hall on behalf of CPSU Central 
Committee thank you wholeheartedly for your warm greeting ΚΑ 
Jan connection with the 48 anniversary of great October Cy 
socialist revolution and for appreciation of USSR peoples 
achievements in building up of Communism and its role in 

[development of world revolutionary process. With great 
interest we were acquainted with your opinion on present 

j' situation in international CP movement. It is absolutely 
right that consistent line unity is fully justified by 
practice and brings apparent positive results. We understand 

jyour anxiety in connection with the serious damage done to 
our movement by splitter line of Chinese leaders. Their 
last statements and especially article published on 
November 11 do great damage to our common cause of struggle 
against imperialism for peace, peoples security, national | 
independence, democracy and socialism. This article fi 
satiated with inadmissible slanderous and provocative iV. 
fabrications is filled with spirit of hostility toward USSR 
people, CPSU, its policy of rallying of all anti imperialist 
| progressive world forces... It proclaims necessity of political 

Ὁ BiB (100-428091) (RM) ΙΝ Ree. 280 -¥ Ζῶ «δα OF 
* J» CHICAGO (A34-46-Sup,. B) {AN-RM . 
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“and organizational delimitation between CPSU and its 
supporters on one side and all other CPs on the other. 
We share your conviction that in present. conditions | | 
further stirring up of efforts in struggle for international 
CP ‘movement on the part of every ΟΡ will promote full 
victory of Marxist Leninist ideals, proletarian internationalism, 
spreading of world revolutionary process, We highly appreciate 

|-cbusa contribution to this struggle, CPSU Central Committee 
,on its part considers question of measures that it intends 
to undertake in connection with the last provocatory actions 
of Chi:zn ese leaders. We shall inform you on these measures 
soon, CPSU Central Committee may assure you that in fumre 
it will continue to pursue persistently line for 
strengthening unity of socialist countries, unity of 
international CP movement in struggle against imperialism 
for peace, national liberation, democracy and socialism. 
Our CP is striving for unity on Marxist Leninist basis of 
principle. We want to state once more our full fraternal solidarity . 
fears CP, leading very difficult struggle against persecution ‘ 
py reactionary forces, Please accept from our CP Central 
Committee hearty greetings and best wishes of success 
in your struggle against aggressive policy of ruling imperialist: 
circles, in defense peace, interests of working class and 

“Negro people, for democracy and social progress. Wath great 
respect Leonid Ilyich Brezhnev November 23, 1965.! | 

"Mo Jack Brooks 

"Please confirm today by phone." 

The above information has. ‘een furnished to CG §624-S*, 
who is currently in NYC, and the confirmation requested by the 
Soviets will be made on the evening of 11/26/65. 
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Date: 11/29/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext οὐ code) 

won ARTEL REGISTERED MAI, } 
(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 8) Ζ - 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 
ment captioned,. "Discussions at ‘World Marxist Review,’ Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, October-November, 1965," 

: The information appearing iin the enclosed informant’s 
statement was orally furnished on 11/12, 13, and 16/65 by 
CG 5824-S*, 'whe has furnished :reliable dnformation in the Past, 
to SAs RICHARD Ἢ. HANSEN and ‘WALTER A. BOYLE. 
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DISCUSSIONS AT "WORLD MARXIST REy7EW,” 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, OCTOBER-KovVEBER, 

ἢ ' 

During late October, 1966, if was learned that 
Claude Lightfoot, Vice Chairman of ‘the Communist Party, USA . 
{CP, USA), met in Prague, Czechoslovakia, with G. P. Frantzov; 
Editor-in-Chief of the "World Marxist Review," official 
theoretical organ of the internatiXnal communist movement. 
Together, these two worked ovt ‘the agenda of subjects to be 
considered for discussion at the Commission on Problems 
of Developed Capitalist Countries during 1966, Such a 
conference was Held in Prague from March 16-18, 1963, and 
another, is planned for 1960 although no definite date has 
been set as yet. An understanding was reached between 
Lightfoot and Frantzav that when Lightfoot returned to the 
United States and discussed thig agenda with the CP, USA 
leaders, amenduents would be submitted. Set forth below 1s 
the agenda referred to above: | 

_ FOR DISCUSSION AT THK COMMISSION ON PROBLEMS OF 
DEVELOPED CAPITALIST COUNTRIES | 

7 Draft of gubject plan for 1966 

| Ae Modern state-monopoly capitalisa and the labour 
' mMmoyenent. y . 

om fe . - 

Se] _ The economic trends and contradictions of state- 
ρος monopoly capitalism (monopoly concentration, scientific and | 

, : technological revolution, automation, state regulation and 
planning). | | 

εἷς The position of the working class (modern forms and 
po methods of exploitation, new forms of consumption, "Ancomes 

policy", inflation,’ etc.) | 

." Technological progress and scientific and technical 
gadros (their position and role in the struggle of the masses). 

i 1 . 

The position of the peasantry and other middle 
sections. 
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of democracy. 

8 

2. The struggle for denocracy and socialism. 

Political changea in the capitalist countries. 

The problems of detense, extension and renovation 

The struggle afadinst fascist regimes (in Spain and 
Portugal) against reactionary aud authoritarian trends (in 
Greece, West Germany and other countries). 

Tho labour movement and the racial problem (the 
USA, Britain, oate.). 

3, The problens of unity of the working class and 
the progressive torces., 

. The situation in the Social Denocratic movement and 
xelations between Communists and Social Democracy. 

Left Socialist forces and their role in the lakour 
novenent. 

The development of united actions with the Catholic 
masses and organizations. 

4,’ Problems of the struggle for neace, securit 
and disarmanent, 

The ways and meang of strengthening European security. 

“The struggle of the working people against aggressive 
wars and for disarmament. 

More on’ economic eycles and future. 

Liberation movement and newly independent countries. 

The October, 1965, issue of tha "World Marxist Review" 
contained a section entitled "The United States of America Today," 
including articles by Gus Hall, Henry Winston, Claude Lightfoot, 
Hyman Luner, and Victor Perlo. YFrantzov expressed general 
gatisfaction with these articles but did indicate that he thought 
they were somewhat goneral in nature. The "World Marxist Review" 

presently plans to devote a substantial portion of two issues in 
1966 to the United States, and it is desired that articles for. 
these two additional issues deal with more specific problems 
in the United States, Frantzov was told that the October, 1965, 
issue concerning the United States had been well received in 
the United States and that as a result of this issue many ΠΟῪ 
subscriptions to the "World Marxist Review" haye been obtained, 



ne | 

| Victor Perlo, an article by whom appears in the 
October, 1965, issue, was approached directly in the past 
relative to preparing material to appear in the "World 
Marxist Review." ¥rantzev was advised that this was contrary 
to the wishes of the CP, USA, Frantzoy agreed that in the 
future he will consult Hyman Lumer of the CP, USA, the Editor | 
of “Political Affairg," to determine whether it is all right 
with the CP, USA before contacting Perlo for articles to 
appear in the World Marxist Reviow." 

(First name unknown) Sharif, Russian member of 
the staff of the ‘World Marxist Review," had a request to 
make of the CP, USA. He indicated that ho needed. a part — 
ior a Philips "Stereo" Tapo Recorder used by the "World =. 
Marxist Review." Sharif noted that this part had been pre- 
viously requested by him from the, Czechs but he had been 
unable to obtain the correct part. The tape recorder bears 
Model #EL 35F¥ and Sharif stated that he neaded a transistor 
humbered OCF 5 which regulates the volume, | _ 

¥rantzov requested that the CP, USA make available 
to the "World Marxist Review" all of the books and publications 

Studies. ΝΣ 

Both of the above requests will be honored by the 

which have been put out by the American Institute for Marxist 

CP, USA. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
each and for the New York Office one copy each of the following 
informant's statements captioned: 

4 ont 

AComnunist Party of Puerto Rico” ~ 
eee lene Ἷ 

"Preparation of Blographies by Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union on Leading 
Members of World Communist and Workers 
Parties” | 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
statements was orally furnished on 11/12 and 13/65 by CG 5824-S* 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, ‘to SAs 
WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. | | 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF PUERTO RICO 

During early November, 1963, conversations were - 
held in Moscow, USSR, which involved Nikolai V. Mostovets, 
Head of the North and South American Section, International 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU). During these conversations, Mostovets remarked 
that at the 13th Congress of the Communist Party (CP) of 
Chile (which he had attended), Juan Santos Rivera of the ΟΡ. 
of Puerto Rico had gotten up and remarked that the only ones 
who were helping his Party were the CP, USA and Cuba. It | 

. was apparent fron the manner in which the foregoing was 
related that neither Mostovets nor the Russians were very 
happy with Rivera's comment. 
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PREPARATION OCF BIOGRAPHIES BY COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION ON LEADING 
ΜΕΗΒΈΕΒ OF WORLD COMMUNIST AND WORKERS 
PARTI 

In preparation for tho 50th Anniversary of the 
October Revolution, which will be held two years hence, 
tho Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) now hag 
gome of its people busy preparing biographies on important 
past leaders of tho Communist and Workers Parties ‘through~ 
out the world. They plan to select two such people from 
each Party, write biographies on then, and publish these 
biographies in conjunction with this 50th Anniversary 
celebration. In addition to these biographies, they will 
also select several other important figures who have led 
the Parties on whom they will write biographies but these 
111 be published sometime prior to the 50th Anniversary 
celebration. At the present time, four past CP, δὰ 
members have been selected in connection with the prepara- 
tion of these biographies and these aro: 

WILLIAM z, FOSTER 
EUGENE DENNIS 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN 
BENJAMIN DAVIS 

In order to prepare the above-noted biographies, 
the CPSU has requested that it be furnished by the CP, USA 
with available materiai from television, the press, filn, 
etc., which can be utilized in connection with background. 
Currently heading up the work on these biographies of CP, 
USA leaders is LEONID CHERNOV, an individual employed by 
the International Department, Central Committee, CPSU. 
CHERNOY is also being assisted on this project by ALEKSEI 
GRECHUKHIN, a former employee of the North and South American 
Section, International Department, Central Committee, CPSU, 
who 15 now a professor in one of the CPSU higher Party 
schools. ‘The biography on which GRECHUKHIN is working deals 
with either FOSTER or FLYNN, individuals with whom GRECHUKHIN 
had at one time been acquainted. 
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(18) 100-428091 | BY LIAISON 

1 = Mr. Branigan 
: ‘1 = Liaison | 

Date: ‘December 1, 1965 1 ὦ Mr, Ἐς, C, Putnan 

To: Director | | 

Department of State 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject: FORKIGN POLITICAL MATTERS ~ BUSSIA 

-A source which has furnished reliable information 
in the past has supplied the folloving data regarding 
individuais holding responsible positions in the Soviet Union: 

‘BORIS N. PONOMAREV 

‘Ponomarev is a member of the Secretariat of the } 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CC, CPSU). He has assumed a role in the leadership of the 
CPSU in which he appears to be working directly under Nikhail 
Suslov, a member of the Preaidiua and a Secretary of the 
CC, CPSU. Thus he appears to have resumed the position he 
held under 0. ¥. Kuusinen, former member of the Presidium 
and Secretary of the CC, crs, prior to Ku 1 a ath. κέ." 

' NIKOLAL Vv. Mosrovigs™! / fo 

Mostovets is the Head of the North andi wait a 
Section, International Department, CC, CPSU. In early Novenber, 
1965, Mostovets was making plans for a trip to tho United States. 
Nostovets had originally binned to travel to the United States 
in late October or early November, 1964, but this trip was 
postponed due to the unrest in the Soviet Union following the 
xenoval of Nikita S. Khrushchev from hia positions of leadership 

ΒΩ a in the Soviet Union in early October, 1964. 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

NOTE: 

Classified "ἢ “ since unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of ‘the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
‘could result in grave damage to the Nation. Source obtained 
this. data while on Solo Mission 19 to the Soviet Union and 
‘Czechoslovakia from:'personal contact with individuals named. 
Data extracted from CGairtels 11/23/65 and 11/24/65, both 
captioned "Solo, IS - C." 
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SUBJECT ¢ ες 
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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 

| cations transmitted to him ‘by radio. 

“On 11/30/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 
‘but no messages were transmitted. 1S 

ACTION: | Se 

For information. 

f 

Mr. Conrad | . 
Mr, Sullivan (Attention: ‘Mr. 3. Ay 'Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 
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Date: ‘41/30/65 

Transmit the following in, 
{Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority) 

TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Rey. | 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ῬΗΣ ie, nae 
| ΣΡ | } /., > 

Me NY) 

bg Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three Ke 
copies each and for the New York Office one copy each of 

a 
+ 

the following informant's statements captioned: | δον 

᾿ς μι" me ie 
4 "Victor Perlo" | Od 

! v4 "Communist Party, USA Delegation to my au, 
Soviet Union for November Seventh" ae 

“Activities in Czechoslovakia and Soviet 5 
Union of Claude Lightfoot, October - . 
November, 1965" 

The information appearing in the enclosed infor- 
mant’s statements was orally furnished by CG 5824-S*, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, on 11/12 - 
14/65 to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

the November 7th delegation of the CP, USA, CG 5824-S* | nie” : 
advised that he did not personally contact any of these 
individuals nor were they aware at the time that he was 
then in Moscow, USSR. All of CG 5824-S*'s information 

In connection with the information regarding ῳ Kero 

4 
μ- 

2, onthe. Ose 3 a 
G}Bureau (Enc ἢ 19) ZAM) RE: 1 [00 “2 f OF) -“ coe 4 
1-New ort 200134657) (Enc, 3) a (RM) 27 eet woe 
2-Chicago ἊΝ 
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CG 134-46 Sub B ΝΕ 7 : 

concerning this delegation came to him through representatives 
‘of the International Department, Central Committee, CP of the 
Soviet Union, or through CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, with whom he was 
in contact several times in early 11/65 in Moscow. 



Pa 

| VICTOR PERLO_. 

As of October, 1035, it was learned that Victor 
Perlo, a leading Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) writer in 
the field of economics, was then a visitor in Moscow, USSR, 
At the time Perlo was not travoling in Party circles in=-——= 
Moscow but had been honored at at least one banquet which 
had been held for hin by Russian ecitizens engaged in the 
sano field of endeavor, 



COMMUNIST PARTY, USA DELEGATION To SOVIET 
UNION FOR NOVEMBER SEVENTH 

In discussions with representatives of the North 
and South American Section, International Department, ὁ 
Central Committee, Communist Party or the Soviot Union 
(CPSU) in early November, 1965, it was learned that as of 
Novenber 6, 1965, fourteen of the fifteen individuals who 
were to comprise the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) dele- 
gation for November 7th had arrived in Moscow, USSR, The 
only individual who had not arrived as of that time wag 
Ralph Nelson. Subsequently, it was learned that Nelson 
did not arrive in Moscow in time for the November 7th 
celebration but as of November 13, 19865, was then en route 
to the USSR. The wajority of the individuals comprising 
this November 7th delegation had arrived in the Soviet 
Union on November 4, 1965. On November 6, 1965, this 
delegation was Joined by Claude Lightfoot, a leading 
functionary of the CP of Illinois, and, his wife, Joyce, 
who were already then in the Soviet Union and had just 
returned from a visit to Leningrad on that date, 

On November 7, 1965, the CP, USA delegation, which 
now included Claude Lightfoot and his wife, was to participate 
in the holiday celebration and then on November 10, 1965, 
depart itor a trip to Tashkent, Uzbeck Soviet Socialist 
Republic, The delegation, including the Lightfoots, was 
going to Tashkent because Claude Lightfoot had requested 
thig trip in order that he might gather material in prepara- 
tion for a book he is writing on the nationalities question, 
Following the trip to Tashkent, the delegation would return 
_to Moscow and then, without the Lightfoots, proceed to 
‘Leningrad and thereafter to Tallinn, Estonian Soviet 
Socialist Republic. | 

' It was anticipated that this'travel in the Soviet 
Union would probably be concluded around December i, 1965, 
and then the majority of this delegation would then return 
‘to the United States. However, some of the individuals 
dn this delegation, namely Tomay Dennis, Beh Levine, and 
Ralph Nelson, had previously been scheduled to proceed to 
the German Democratic Republic (GDR) in the latter part of 
Novenber, 1965, te present lectures at a Socialist Unity 
Party of Germany school. At this school Dennis was to 
lecture on civil rights in the United States; Levine was 
ἕο lecture on United States culture; and, Nelson was to 
lecture on trade union activities in the United States. 
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However, gince their travel in the Soviet Union made it im- | 
possible to meet the late November schedule, 2 CP, USA Tepre= — 
sentative in carly November, 1965, directed a coumunication 

to the Central Committee of the Socialist Unity Party of | 
Germany notifying them that Dennis, Levine, and Nelson would 
he delayed in the Soviet Union and asked if an early Decenber 
date Zor these lectures in the GDR would be acceptable. | 
Acting on this communication, which was sent to the Socialist 
Unity Party of Germany, Dennis, Levine and tholr wives, 
togothor with Nelson,were contemplating travaling τὸ the GDR 
dn early December, 1965, and, therefore, would not be 
returning with the rest of tho United States delegation, Ibs 

| ες While thera was no actual contact with the CP, USA pre 
) November 7th delegation in the Soviet Union and none of these 
} individuals were actually seen in Moscow, 11 is known that. 
i the following were to haye composed this fifteen-member 
. | delegation: 

ed as _ / Mol 
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7 Mildredzle Adyry 
Fred add Maryxeriair 

(eC #, “Ralph Aelson 
Phil and Rose‘Bruns 
Ishmagl7Fiory ὦ 
Sadie and Abrau Tomkins 



ACTIVITIES IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA AND ΒΟΥΤΕΤ 
UNION OF CLAUDETLIGHTROOS, OCTOBER = 4 σ΄ ας 
NOVEXDER, 1965 ‘ ΠῚ us | aS 

ι 

fi, & 

On October 22, 1365, Claudo Lightfoot, Jeading | 
functionary of the Communist Party (CP) of JJlinois and 
Chairman of the CP, USA National Negro Commission, arrived " 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, with hls wife Joyeo and with 6 hot 
Joyes Gqurfain, also of Chicago, Tllinois. Lightfoot had 4 
cone to Prague for the purpose of attending a conferenco 
being jointly sponsored by the “World Marxist Review" and 
tho CP of Czechoslovakla in colebration of the 30th Anni- 
versary of the Seventh Congress of the Communist International. 
While Lightfoot arrived late for the meeting, he did partici- 
pate in a portion of the conference proceedings on October 22, 
1965, and in al] of the sessions held on October 23, 1985, | 
Hea also attended a reception held October 22, 1965, by Antonin 
Novotny, First Secretary, CP of Czechoslovakia, which took 
place at the Presideutial Palace in Prague. Cn October 23, 
1965, Lightfoot participated in the conference by delivering 
@ major report. Neither Joyce Lightfoot nor Joyce Gourfain 
participated with Claude Lightfoot in any of hia activities 
in connection with the above~-noted conferenco. 

Following his participation in the joint conference 
of the “World Marxist Review" and the CP of Czechoslovakia, 
Lightfoot and his wife, together with Joyce Gourfain, spent 
several additional days in Czechoslovakia, During this 
period, Lightfoot, himself, met with representatives of the 
‘orld Marxist Review" and also was in contact with repre- 

| sentatives of the CP of Czechoslovakia. He also took, in 
the company of his wife and Joyce Gourfain, saveral tourg 
or trips within the City of Prague, 

During the latter part of October, 1965, the light- 
foots and Joyce Gourfain proceeded by air to Moscow, USSR. 
Upon their arrival in Moscow, the Lightfoots were taken to 
the Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union Hotel where 
they were assigned room 407. Joyca Gourfain, whom Lightfoot 
had insisted be granted a visa to visit the Soviet Union, 
was separated from the Lightzoots and provided a room without 
bath at the Metropole Hotel, a tourist hotel in Moscow. Joyce 
Gourfain was not given an official Party reception and for 
hor it was arranged that shewould take a tourist trip of tho 
Soviet Union while she was in the country. Cee 
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ἮΝ During early Novenber, 1965, Lightfoot met with 
representatives of the International Depattment, Central 
Committee, CP of the Soviet Union, and on November 2, 1965, 
had a meeting with Mikhail Suslovy, ἃ Secretary, Central 
Committee, CP of the Soviet Union. During these meetings 
with representatives of the CP of the Soviet Uaton it was . 
arranged that while in the Soviet Union Claude Lightfoot ὦ 
would enter one of their hospitals for oxaudnation and 
possible treatment. Such hospitalization would Jast for 
approximately one week and they ‘would attempt to at this 

time look into an old problem of LightZoot regarding a 
bleeding kidney. If nothing serious developed during’ this 
wees of hospitalization, the Russians planned to have him 
released from the hospital around November 24 or 25, 1965, 
at which time he would return to the United States. 

On Novenler 4, 1965, atrip was arranged for 
Lightfoot and his wife and they left Moscow on that date | 
for Leningrad with plans to roturh to Moscow on the evening 
‘of November 6, 1965, so thatthey might participate in a 
public rally that evening in connection with the November 
7th celebration. On November 7, 1985, and for:-tho next 
several days Lightfoot participated in the November 7th 
festivities and then on November 10, 1965, ho planned to 
go to Tashkent for a period and then return to Hoscow for 
his hospitalization. ΝΕ 

4 
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VICTOR PERLO 

As of October, 1965, it. was learned that Victor 
Perlo, a leading Connunist Party, USA. (CP, USA) writor dn 
the field of economlcs,.was then a visitor in Moscow, USSR, 
At the time Perlo was not traveling in Party circles in 
Moscoyv but had been honored at at least one banquet which 
had teen hold for him by Russian citizens engaged in the 
sane field of endeavor, 
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Date: 11/30/65 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via. AIRTEL ___REGISTERED MAIL | | 
(Priority} { 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 
ment captioned, ‘Russian Desire to Print Book by Gus Hall." 

The information set forth ‘in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished on 11/13/65 by CG 5824-S*, who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, to SAs RICHARD W. 
HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

CG 5824-S* advised that the information set forth 
in the enclosed informant's statement was obtained during 
discussions early in 11/65 in Moscow, USSR, with NIKOLAI Vy. ¢ 
MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South American Section, 
International Department, Central Committee, CP of the Soviet 
Union, and IGOR MIKHAILOV , Deputy to MOSTOVETS. 

The information in the enclosed informant's statement 
will be disseminated to the appropriate field office under 
separate ἀρ ον ΟΣ , the necessary caution statenent, 
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“RUSSIAN DESIRE TO PRINT BOOK 
BY GUS HALL 

During November, 1965, it was learned that members 
of the North and South American Section, Internatlonal Depart- 
ment, Central Comnittes, Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU), met in Moscow, USSR, during early November, 1965, 
with a representative of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA). 
They advised that it is the desire of the CPSU to publish a 
book by Gus Hall, General Secretary of the CP, USA, It was 
requested that Hall prepare a collection of his pamphlets 
and write an introduction so that this collection can be 
published in book foram. 

When this information was communicated to Hall, he 
expressed aninterest in the project. He also asked whether 
it would be permitted by the Russians for hin to include 
sone chapters on the CP of China and the People's Republic of 
China. It was decided that Hall would go ahead and include 
such chapters and transmit the collection to the CPSU and 
let them decide what they would do with then. 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext ar codel 

(Priority) 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

‘ROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

@ 
Enclosed hérewith for the Bureau are three copies 

and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's stateme 
aptjoned, "Possible Tr ip to German Democratic Republic by c 

Arty hields,.” at 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
statement was orally furnished on 11/13/65 by CG 5824-S*, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, to SAs RICHARD 
W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

The information in the enclosed informant's state- (l/ 
ment will be disseminated to the appropriate field office fy 
under separate aan with the necessary caution statement. f 

Lead Wao Ao 
Rane (Enc. YURM) 

-New York (108-134637) (Enc. 
2-Chicago 

(1 = A)134-46 Sub B-87) 
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POSSIBLE TRIP TO GERMAN DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC BY ART SHIELDS 

Art Shields, presently the Moscow correspondent 
for "The iforker," will soon be replaced by the Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA) and will be returning to the United 
States. During early November, 1965, a member of the CP, 
USA leadership directed a communication to the Central 
Committee of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) 
and requested them to extend an invitation to Shields to 
visit the German Democratic Republic (GDR) in view of the 
fact that he has never visited that country and desires to 
do so before returning to the United States. 

fecrenne 
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(Priority) 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 72 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 8). 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three 
copies and for the New York Office one copy, of an infor- 
mant's statement captioned, "Czech Ads forgBtaga Press, 
Chicago, Illinois," 

The 4nformation set forth in “the enclosed infor- 
mant'’s statement was orally furnished on 11/13/65 by 
CG 5824-S*, who has furnished ‘reliable information ‘in the 
past, to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

statement will. be disseminated to the appropriate field 

statement. 
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CZECH ADS FOR PRAGA PRESS, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
Ξ 

᾿ 

| During early Novenber, 1965, a representative of 
the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) who was then traveling 
in Prague, Cazechoslovakia, discussed with (first name un- 
xnown) Havalchuk (phonetic), a member of the International 
Department, Cental Committea, CP of Czechoslovakia, tho 
matter of Praga Press, Chicago, Illinois, Praga Press is 

ee in very bad condition financially and is about to go bank~« 
rupt. A request was made that the Czech Government, through 
sone of its agencies, take advertisements in Praga Press 
publications and in this way furnish ald in an indirect. 
fashion, -Havaichuk advised that this matter had been dis- 

agg cussed with the International Department previously by James 
West, a membor of the National Board of the CP, USA, when 
West was in Czechoslovakia, It was agreed that the Czech 

" ' Government will give adyertisements and printing jobs to 
ε Praga Press as ἃ form of aid through their Foreign Institute 
ΝΣ for Relations with Czechs and Slovaks Abroad, , 

[ΠῚ 
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SAC,. New York (100-134637) 42/13/65 
Attention: nald Ἐς .Roney 

Director, FBI (100-429002) -6ay/S LY ᾿ 

SOLO EX 109 Sf”? | : 

15 τῷ 

TRANUS 
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‘Reference is made to your Icttexr of November 24, 1965, ‘captioned 
as above, forwarding 1,183 pages of Xerox reproductions of money in the 
gmount of $215,000. 

Serial numbers of tho money on the 1,188 pages have boen recorded 
in the Automatic.Data Processing Unit. ‘These. numbers: will be compared and 
added to the index at such ting.as this index has been completely converted 
to the Autonatic Data Processing System. | 

There are being returned under separate cover the 1,198:pages of 
_ Xerox reproductions... 

‘MAILED 4 

1 DEC 104965 - 
COMM.-FBI 

Sp:nkp 
(6) 

1 bod M. F. ‘Row 

1. SAC, ‘New York (forwarded with Xerox reproductions) 
Tolson 
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Memorandum | ΕΝ 

: DERECTOR, FBI: (100-428091) ~ avon ᾿ 

(ATT: VOUCHER STATISTICAL SECTIN) DATE: 1/24 76 Sees, 

Ady : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ./ 
Ye “ 3 ROT: SO 

bud) ReBulet 7/165 entitled TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY ‘USED BY SOVIETS 
IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS = "REQUEST FOR AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 
UNIT SERVICE." 

Enclosed for the Bureau are 1,188 pages of Xerox reproductions 
of money representing $215,000 in $100, $50 and $20 denominations 
which was received by NY 694-S* from the Soviets on 11/18/65. 

1 

Records of these bills should contain the reference, NY 
ebb -L7696-Al180. It is also requested that the record contain the 

age-number of the Xerox copies, which page number may be found on 
| fthe. lower right hand.corner of each sheet. 

hee τ, μα αὶ 

The enclosed material should be returned to the NYO after 
processing by communication marked for the attention of SAC 
D. E. RONEY. 

| AMoke Lp 
| - Bureau (Enc-1,188)(RM) ) Ὃ oO- ΕΝ 

{1 = Voucher Statistical Section 
2 - New York S800 / ἣν 

(2 - 65-17696) #343 

(1 ~ 100-134637) #41 
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(5) 
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«ἃ _PROPOSED DEPARTMENT. XN COMMUN IST._PARTY OF ‘THE 
a SOVIET UNION FOR | ANTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST. PARTY RELATIONS 

A source which has supplied reliable information in the 
past has advised that the top leadership of the Communist Party, 
USA, has been furnished the following comments made by ἃ leading 
official of the Institute for World Economy and International 
Relations, Soviet Acadeny of Sciences, Moscow, Russia, in early 
November, 1965: 

New Special Departaent 

During early November, 1965, ‘the Presidium of the - 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soyiet Union 
decided to set up a new special department within the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union for the purpose of maintaining closer 
ties with every Comminist and Workers Party throughout the world. 
‘This proposed special department would endeavor to establish and 
improve relations on a party~to-party basis ‘between the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union and other Communist Parties as well as 
relations of all parties to each other. This special department 
could call Communist Party international conferences to discusé! 
‘Party problems and form the basis for a future ‘international <= 
organization which could eventually become another Communist!) τὸ 
International. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union. would 5 
actually view this special department as 2 miniature Comunu ἘΞ 
‘International, μ4ξ 

2 
| Leading Candidate = 
= 

The leading candidate for the post as head of this new. 
special department is Timur Tinofeey, Assistant Director of the 
‘Institute for World Economy and International Relations, Soviet 

ade we 8 & εἶδ ΔΝ 

Acadeny of Sciences, Moscow, Russia. Timofeevy has now received his 
sev Mv? 7-4 
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PROPOSED DEPARTMENT .IN THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE "! 
SOVIET UNION FOR INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST PARTY RELATIONS 

a) 

doctorate and has been accepted into the Soviet Academy of 
Sclences as a candidate member. At the recent Moscow celebration 
of the 30th Anniversary of the 7th Congress of the Communist 
International, Timofeev was chosen to make an important speech on 
‘the same platform with Boris N. Ponomarev, a Secretary of the 
Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Timofeev 
was informed in an unofficial manner about this new special 
department and his possible selection to direct it by Mikhail Suslov, 
a member of the Presidium and a Secretary of the Central Committee, 
‘Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

‘Possible Obstacle 

h reside in the canis, anal — a = 
Son yea By the "People’s World," ἃ west coast communist newspaper, 

and who is now on a tour of Eastern European socialist countries, 

[30 OY 

visited Timofeev in the Soviet Union in 5. On this ΝΕ 
occasion, Timofeev attempted to persuad Oo remain in the 56° 
Soviet Union or one of the socialist countries because it is his BIC 
understanding the leadership of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
would feel better if she lived nearby. If this cannot be done, Timofeeyv 
feels. that he will be considered an alien by the Soviet leadership 
despite his fitness for the position, bers neat 

4 

Timofeev does not desire this matter be raised w 
Communist Party, USA, at this time, but indicated a desir 

to go to work for the Women's International Democratic 
ederation in East Berlin or somejother international peace organiza- 

tion. After ἃ period of about οἱ nths, if she is willing, the 
question of arrangi permanent residence abroad 
could be raised offic unist Party, USA, leadership. 

Because of the sensitive nature of the source which. furnished 
the above information, this communication is classified "Top-Seceet ." 
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PROPOSED DEPARTMENT IN THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION FOR INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST PARTY RELATIONS 

NOTE: 

Classified "Top-SeGret" since unauthorized disclosure of 
this information could revéal the identity of the source (CG 5824-S*) 
who is of continuing value and: such revelation could result in 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Dissemination is being 
made to Honorable Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to the President; 
Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; Vice Admiral William F. Raborn, -Jr., 
Director of Central Intelligence Agency; thd Deputy Attorney General 
and Attorney General by routing slips. Data extracted from CGairtel 
11/22/65, captioned "SOLO, IS-C." See memorandum Baumgardner ‘to 
Sullivan, 11/29/65, captioned "SOLO, Internal: Security - Communist," 
‘prepared by HLB: deh. 
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TO + Mr. W. 6. suinivagl pate: 11/29/65 ΞΞΞῚῚ 
1 + Mr. Belmont Mr, Cotter SENG nes 1 - ον] ere meetin 

1 ~ Mr. Mohr 1 «νι, RW. Smith pote 
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(ῷ ) - 1 - Mr, Branigan 1 - Mr. Broyles/ , 

SUBJECT: OLO a | 
RNAL SECURITY = COMMUNIST Gz 

| fdlowing sets forth comments of T 

New Special Department 

‘During early November, 1965, the Presidium of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union decided to set up 
a new:special department within the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
for the purpose of maintaining closer ties with every Communist and 
Workers Party throughout the world, This proposed special department 
would endeavor to establish and improve relations on a party~to-~party 
basis between the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and other 
Communist Parties as well as relations of all parties to each other, 
This, ‘special department could call Communist Party international 
confererices to discuss Party problems and form the basis for a future 
international organization which could eventually become another; 
Communist International. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union would 
actually view this special department as a miniature Communist* 
International. " a 

“ἐλ (Ὡ 

Leading Candidate . GF Ε. a lis ~~ 

| The leading candidate for the post as head of “thigy new 
special department is Timur Timofeev, Assistant Director of? the 
Institute for World Economy and International Relations, Soviet . 
Academy of Botencés Moscow, Russia. Timofeev has now received his pe 
‘doctorate -k:,~ ; and‘has been accepted into the Soviet Academy of 

_ 4, Sedences as a candidate’ ‘member,, At the recent Moscow celebration 
“yy, of the 30th Anniversary,,of ‘the «(th Congress of the Communist 

|? International, Timofeev was chosén to make an important speech on the 
same platform with Boris N. .Ponomarev, a Secretary of the Central... ἢ 

oe: Conmittee, Communist’ Barty, o£, {she Soviet Union, Timofe ' Was iformed 
4¢.a in an’ ynofficial manner about this new special department and hi yebiut 

possible selection to: direct it by Mikhail Suslov, a member ‘ ὉΤῈ 
Presidium and a Secretary of AD re- CommittessxConmunist 
of’ the Soviet igt Union. “apc acid OO - ἐξ Κ᾽ OG ,- 
Enclosures ἐν“. -- ὦ 
100--428091 nm 6 ρΕ0 8 1965 
HLB: deh / (11) Oe Soxt INVED - OVER 

ey ᾿ . ' " 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

.- a 

Possible Obstacle [a sepia bees 

One possible obstacle to Timofeev's selection for this 
[important position is that ᾿ 
Eugene Denn d former 

5 Peg ( 

— both reside in dStates, Peggy ‘Dennis, who 
is employed by the "People's World," ἃ ‘west coast communist newspaper, 

and who is now on a tour of Eastern European socialist countries, 

visited Timofeev in the Soviet on in November, 1965, Onthis 

occasion, Timofeev attempted t to remain in the 

Soviet Union or one of the soci , se it is his 

understanding the leadership of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

would feel betterif ‘she lived nearby. If this cannot be done, Timofeev 

feels that he will be ‘considered an alien by the Soviet leadership 

despite his fitness for the position, . be ' 
10 

Timofeey does not desire this matter ‘be raised with 

Communist Party, USA, at this time, but indicated a desire fo 

o go to work for the Women’s International Democratic - 

Federation in East Berlin or some other international peace organiza- 

tion, After a period of about eight months, if she is willing, the 
question of arranging for ermanent residence abroad 

could be raised officially Υ © Communist Party, USA, leadership. 

i 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the attached summary be sent to the Honorable 

Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean Rusk, 

Secretary of State; Vice Admiral William ¥, Raborn,. Jr., Director 

of Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney General and the Deputy 

Attorney, ‘by routing slips, incorporating the information obtained by 

. L/ sf oo 
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| ROUTE:IN ENV2LOPE 
Date: 12/1/65 t 

Transmit the following in 
(Type ih plaintext or Godel Ι ' ι 

| 
Vie AIRTEL REGISTERED | ! 

(Priority) Ι 
a ἀπμν. ω παν σαν σ΄ ΘΝ ve 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) _ 

AC, NEW YORK (200-234637) * FROM : Ε 
5 ‘O 

ta subsecr’ Sob » 
( Is-¢ 

On 11/30/65, there was received at a New York City 
drop a letter addressed to GUS HALL, under his pseudonym 
"HERBERT," from WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secretary of the 
Canadian CP. ‘The letter read as follows: 

"Nov. 24th, 1965 

"Dear HERBERT: 

"you might pass on the enclosed to those 
concerned. In the meantime it would be ᾿ 
useful to have some one come down here to 
finalize things. 

"All the best, 

Has ever, 

Mp it 

The enclosure referred to above was a document, 7 : 
copies of which are attached for the ‘Bureau and Chicago, 
entitled "Curriculum - ia Months Course - January 3 to ὃ 
March 28, 1966." REC. BY /60. Y2EOY/ - Sar 

The origt Els of the aforementioned note 27a a 
‘\ document were giver CG 5824-S* who was in New York on 
ἣν 11/30/6 ay ee ibed the aforesaid document asgth®> 6 1986 

- seat an B)(Enc. 1:)(AM RM) 

τ: r me Ta a bette, * Toe Clhutinc — | WY Δ, 

mor op
 Ey δὰ we is θήροχι ο

ἱ wep 

77 DEC § ‘i cae 

Del ΜΝ 



NY 100-134637 

curriculum for the "joint CPUSA - CP of Canada leadership 
school" concerning which the Bureau has been previously 
advised. According to CG 5824-S*, the person to whom 
KASHTAN refers with respect to "finalizing things” is 
CPUSA functionary HY LUMER. 
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“Ὄ UIR RICULUM - THREE MONTHS COURS 5 
SRR a a ὩΣ Στ Rarer dere ete Sri ia—erertrene tt 

ai 
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a 

Janvary 3 to March 28, 1966. 
( 

j 

4 

The study period to consist. of 8-hour day, five and a half | aay week 

-- > (als hours a week) a total of 528 hours. 

The study course to enbrace| ‘the following subjects: Jf, ἢ 

3+ 
Le 

τὶς, 

6, 

7. 

I PHILOSOPHY 

i. Subject matter and ‘tasks of Marxist-Leninist jhSlosophy. 

2. Materialist dialectics and its application to science ‘and. 
| socio~historical practice, 1 ες 

3. Fundamental problems of the theory of knowledge. a 

4, Materialist conception of history -- Basis and Supere ἢ ς 

5, Socio-economic formations and the laws of development: ΝΣ 

6. The State. and Revolution -- reforms and revolution, 

‘7. The role of social consciousness in the; ‘development of 
' society. ‘ 

| i 4 

8. Socialisn, denocracy and the role of the individual. ae 

ut 
1 1 

wf 

t eee 

| Philosophy τα 120 hours ἢ ΝΞ Doe “en 

Political Economy --. 160 hours ὃ ᾿ ; 

History “-- Ὁ, Se A. and Canada; Labor movements -- LO hours . 

Marxism and the ‘National Question ~- 40 hours 

Strategy and Tactics -- 132 hours. _ 

Special lectures and Workshop -- 12 evenings -- one each week 

Students tests and conclusion of school - “» 36 hours 

μι ' eT τὰ τὰ ἐῶν 2 δι "τᾶ τὰ τὴν "πὶ ὅπ σαὶ ἢ 1 ει 1 ' po om 
ῃ ῃ . i at : - 4 i . 

I 

structure. 

" Classes and class struggle. 

(2.2 week period) ΕΝ ΝΕ et 

Ἢ: 
{ξξ 

i 

ΒΝ 

ee ane . s 

Uae Τα ΝΗ 

! 
1 δι 7 

I a 9, Criticism of modern bourgeois philosophy and sociology. jo. 
ἢ ' ἡ 

᾿ 10.) ‘Critical analysis of Reformism. = ; ' 

᾽ ΕΒ Doguatism, sectarienisn and revisionism, a ᾿ 

, 12. Creative Marxisn -- Theory and practice: 

i ‘ ᾿ ε 
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| _ | | gimetable ‘x= Philosophy ΟΘὀ ἢ ἜΝ 

| ᾿ rt .  Leetures.-- 18 hours eh ᾿ ΕΝ ᾿ “ 

/ MO | Individual réading -- 24 hours τ a 

po! mo Group discussion -- 30 hours a | 

| ; aon, Plenary discussion -~ 48 hours | Say a | 

Pp, ΕΞ Imotal 120 ποῦς. Ὁ Ὁ ὃς ΟΠ ἀμ | 

a " ' aeons ΝΕ .Ν So, 

" οὐ ‘ ἘΣ : | 

| | ZZ POLITICAL ECONOMY : ee ΞΕ | 

| | Le Comuod ity ‘Production ο ᾿ μὴν ΝΗ | | μὰ | 

(2, Origin and Development of Capitalion poo 

" 3. Capitalist Exploitation " τ | 

| | . he Wages | " aoe 

ΗΝ be Accumulation of ‘Capital 7 ' : | 

" 6. Mechanization and Automation Ὁ ΝΞ ΝΞ 

" 7, Distribution of Surplus Value (including average profit ΝΕ | “ 

| | and prices of production) . 

je 8. Agriculture and Ground Rent |, So ΝΙΝ 

i : 9. Reproduction of Capital ΞΕ 7 τς, {Ὁ 

᾿Ξ 10. Cyclical Crises . ᾿ ΝΗ ᾿ Ὁ] 

: | 2, Money and Credit | - γε δος | 

-" 12. The National Income | ΠΝ ΞΕ ΕΞ | 
. . . 

' . ἢ t ᾿ . 

| / 13. Monopoly: Prices and Profit 7 | 

| 14. Imperialism _ ΕΣ ΝΞ Ξ | 

_ 15. General Crisis of Capitalism { | a | | 

| 3 16, State Monopoly Capitalism ἜΝ a 

! ‘17, Militarization of the Econosy | ie δ a 

oe 18. The Anti-Monopoly Movement | | ᾿ " | , 

ες ' . ᾿ it 

“ΝΕ 19, Keynesian Theories ' 1 ok 4 ; 

i i ; 
a st 

; 7 εὐ 20. Socialisna 
i τον ες ᾿ . 4 

: 21. Commodity Production in Socialist Society . F Coo. 

᾿ 22. Economic Planning and Accounting | ἢ νι ἢ ἘΝ 

ν 23. Socialist Agriculture i | 

Fs Bhe Communism . po Ἢ “τὰ Ν 

| te β nn: ἘΞ 
; | δι ᾿ " - ἢ ' i: a 

' | ' : wong ἢ 1 ᾿ ΝΕ | ' , ἢ f 
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ΟΤῚ HISTORY 

Τὴ the form of lectures and discussion 

φΦ-. vimetable -- Political Economy 

Lectures -- 36 hours 

Individual reading -- 30 hours 

- Group discussion -- 36 hours “4 a 

Plenary discussion, -- 58*hours : 

Timetable. 

Lectures --. 24 hours 

Plenary discussions -- 16 hours 

---- eo ΒΩ ΠΩΣ πω πα get ee a δΐαῃ μαι 

ΤΥ MARXISM AND THE NATIONAL QUESTION 

1. Nations and national oppression 

2. Colonialism and’ neo~colonialism 

3. The National Liberation Movement 

4. The Negro Question 

5. French Canada . : 

6. National-liberation and Socialism | ΝΕ ͵ 

V_STRATEGY AND TACTICS | : 

ἃ, Introduction -- subject matter and ‘task of course, The new 

Tinetable 

Lectttres' πὸ 12 hours | 

Reading -- 12 hours ! 

Plenary discussion - 16. hours: = 

om tet κα τῷ a a a 

epoch in which we live. 

2. The essence and component parts of: the integral world 
revolutionary process in our epoch. 

3. The vital issue of war and peace. Peaceful coexistence 85 
a form of class struggles 

“em 
ot i . 

af CERNE alibgranthrtentis Lora: τα SUEY beac mony pe dete rad 

λον PS ἢ 

i 



_4,' The struggle fo 

ΟΠ Δ, The role and the place of the party [Δ the highly a 
7 i! 

Lbs The independence of the Communist ‘and 

ΕΣ ΕΝ Group discussion -- 34, hours ει 

‘ 
H vat ‘ i! . _ | 

| r democracy as part of the struggle for |. 

socialisn. . 

5, The diversity of forms and means of transition to ᾿ 

: gocdaiism in our epoch. ; ' ine ry "AG 

wer -α socialism 
6. New strategy in the struggle for po mS 

proceeding fron the given objective conditions: 1) Problems 

a sf peaceful and non-peaceful development of revolution. , 

emocratic reforms, extension an regeneration of ἮΝ 

| demogracy. 
, economic advance and democracy, the 

7, The problems of pzace 

. multieparty system, the role of parliament, trade-union | | 

democracy, democratization of state machinery and specific 

‘conditions and ways of building the socialist state. a 

ὃ. the prospective of the various working class contingents 

. @rawing closer together in the process of achieving unity. 
ῃ ι Ι 

ΠῚ 

class movement. . 

Ὁ) Political and ideological rapprochement. , 

Ὁ Ὁ) Possible forms of unity... | * | oO 

Ὁ. New trends in the Catholic movement and unity between the 

* communists and the Catholic left. 

10. Our attitude and relation to the ur 

to the farmers. + 

11. The national liberation 

"the new role of the working class in th 

" { ce 

movement -- neo-colonialism δρᾶ 
e highly developed 

' j 

capitalist countries. 
t 

developed capitalist countries. ἘΣ ἢ 

13, Ναυλολαλυξηθονοβῦϑ and internationalism. 
. 

and the fight for unity of the world communist movement. 

2.5.’ The struggie against nationali 

ism and 

ΣΙΝ 

᾿ ι! . 

TIMETABLE «/- Strategy and Tactics 

Lectures -- 24 hours ᾿ ΝΣ 

Reading (individual) -τ 24 hours +, | 
4 

Poa ea 

Ε , - 

| Plenary discussion ὡς 50 hours . ᾿ 

ΝΕ κι Ἢ 
Total -- 132 hours , 

εν , , 1 _ ᾿ 
me 
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+ a) Place and role of social democracy‘ in the working= τ, 

ban middle strata and | 

Workers! Parties |. 

sm, revisionism, sectarian- 

ognatisn. 
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+ 
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VI SPECIAL LECTURES’ AND WORKSHOP 

L, 

2. 

os 
Oak 

. πωρω νυ 

‘The civil rights movement in the U.S.A. 

- πα Menem xt 

ee 
Owax} 

Tne significance of the movement against U.S. ageression ες ΝΝ 

in Vietnan. 

The 30th Anniversary of the 7th Congress of the Communist 

International. 

Trotskyism and Leftisn. + 

Experiences in the U.S.A. and Canada in the pudlding of), 

ἢ + 

the youth movements. 

The Marxist-Christian dialogue. 

7 

Six evenings devoted to Workshop " 

ἃς Public speaking -- at meetings, radio, ‘television’, 

press conferences. 

Debates '-- symposiums, questions and answers. - 

' 3. Drafting of leaflets, advertisements, etc, | 

VIT STUDENTS: TESTS AND CONCLUSIUN OF SCHOOL --' 36 hours 
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11/29/65 

ALATEL AIAMALL 

TO; DEReOTMWs, PBI (4105-40918) 

FROM: OAC, NEW YORK (105214951) 

SUBJECT: NIkGUAL Μ, TALANOV 
13 mw ft 

(om ~ KOB) 

On 11/26/65, an arcangement Bad been made between 
NY 694-5* and the subject for the subject te cover ἃ signal at 
f:05 PM at ἃ telephone booth iccated at the entrance to vody's 
Pharmacy, inc., 1252 Lexington Ave., NYC, N.Y. — 

At approximately 6:60 PM an of f-the-street 
ebservation post was put Late ope; ation in order to overlook 
the iosation of this telephone booth, At 7:03 PM EMILIVA A, 
TALANOVA, wife af the subject, and NINA HM, AVORYEVA, wife of 
VLADIMIR DO. AVOSYEV, were observed in front of the aforementioned | 
dxwig stove and appeared to te looking in the window. At 7:08 
PM the tw departed tie vielnity of the head store eri valied 
north on Lexington Ave. 

A review of the logs maintained by the abservation 
poat overlooking the 3KUN reflects that TALANOVA and AVORYEVA 
departed the 3MUN togetne: at S45 PA and were observed 
teownter ing there at 7:38 Fx. 

On previous occasions, uhen TALANOV and AVOGYEV 
were obterved covering similar ὦ signaia, they were 
accompanied at certain times by ἀν wives. The NYO feels 

ὮΝ that coverage οἱ the signals by two wives of Kap ony overs is a 
most rare, if not the only, occasion of auch an incident 

ORIGINAL FILED IN 23 47. Yo 7252 > ; 

| ta 

AVY EY) 60. 35: roy{— | L = Kew York figs 
Δ. Maw York (10001 546 37) (3010} 
ες ἦν TOC NOT RECORDED» 
: wns Ee 2 DEG 7 1965 



ΝΥ 105«24931 

wit 

NIKOGAZ Me TALANOV 46 Chief os Line N of the AB, 
NY redldency, and VLADIMIR DU, AVDEYEV 15 an employee of tie 
Becurity Braneh of the KOS, ΝᾺ iesidency. 
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DECMABS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRON: ' 
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; 7 - . 1-Belnont 
~~ /0 o- Y Ag OF / SA S Ϊ December 1, 1965 1-Mobr — 
sS 1-DeLoach 

«οὗ 1-Sullivan 
= INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF THE SOVIET UNION 1~Branigan 

| | ; . 1L-Baumgardner 
. | | 1~-Liaison 

| & source, which has supplied reliable information 1=Shaw 
in the past, has advised that during Noveaber, 1965, a leading 
official of the Soviet Acadeny of Science in Moscow, . 
Russia, made the following comments concerning the internal 
affairs of ‘the Soviet Union,: 

‘There is a struggle for power currently taking 
place within the Soviet Union and the question of | 
leadership may not be resolved until the 23rd Congress 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is held in 
the Spring of 1966, ' 

| At the present’ tine, the dominant group is led 
by Leonid χ, Brezhnev, First Secretary, Communist Party Ἵ 
of the Soviet Union, and includes such leading Soviet 
officials aa Alexei NM. Kosygin, Anagtas I, Mikoyan and 
Mikolai ¥. Podgorny. This group of "old timers" has. 
attracted a fow-of the younger Soviet leaders such as 
‘Dimitri 8. Polyansky and Kiril T, Mazurovy. Recent 
additions to this group include Soviet leaders Alexsandr ΚΤ, 
Shelepin and Mikhail Suslov, Suslov is regarded az ἃ 
“guart politician" who has now become a “liberal” for 
political reasons, 

This dominant group has “beaten back" the bid for 
greater power by a more anbitious younger group which had 
advocated a return to the “hard line pro-Stalinist policies," 
The severe adverse reaction among leading Soviet officials 
and the Soviet masses to the talk of a return to the "old 

ν΄ days" under Stalin, hag enabled Brexhney to strengthen his 
position, As ἃ result, Brezhnev's group is trying to 

/ pacify the Soviet people who are chafing under the results 
" of a crop failura caused by bad weather, The mood of the 
fof Soviet people, especially the young people, ig accurately 
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»"" 
INTERNAL AFFAIRS ΟΥ̓ THE SOVIET UNION 

Xerox copies being sent to the Honorable Marvin Watson, 
Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean Rusk, 
Secretary of State; Vice Admiral William F. Raborn, Jr., Director 
of the Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney General and 
the Deputy Attorney General, *./ 

‘NOTE: 

See cover memorandum F, J. Baumgardner to W. C. 
Sullivan, Dated 11/30/65, ¢aptioned "Solo," prepared by WGS:pdb. 

: Classitiod “Topsstcret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could regeal the identity of 
the source (CG 5824-8*) who is of continuing value and such 
revelation δου] result in exceptionally grave damage to the 
national defense. 

᾿ Ε 



INTERNAL AYFAIRS OF ‘THE SOVIET UNION 

portrayed in the poem being circulated in the 
‘Soviet Union entitled "Letter to Yesenin" by the Russian 
poet, Yevgeny Yevtushenko, which expresses rebellion 
against authoritarian excesser, 

| Some officials of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union have urged fraternal parties which favor a 
‘policy of peaceful coexistence. to reaffirm the principles 
‘of the 26th and 22nd Congresses of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet. Union, désowning Stalin and supporting the 
possibility of two paths to socialian. Those Soviet 
officials are of the-opinion that such action would: help 
to ‘bridle some of the "war makera" in the Soviet Union, 
‘who atone time were in favor of accepting. the militant 
ine advocated by the Communist Party of China, 

Because of the sensitive nature of the source 
. which furnished -the a ‘information, this communication 
is classified "Top τι" 
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ἢ. 6, senssvaly DATE: 11/30/65 _ 2 OO 

| 1 - Belmont WIG Bo 
FROM F, J, Baumgardner 1<Mohr FA", fee 

1 - DeLoach * : tes με 
; 1 - Sullivan 15 biaison | 

51) : : 
BJECT Osoro 1 - Branigan 1 + Shaw 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 1 ~ Baumgardner / 

While on his recent mission to the Soviet Union, CG 5824-S* 
| met with ian official of the Soviet Academy of Science, 
ι ἢ Timofeev, deceased Communist Party, USA, General 

Secretary Eugene Dennis, made the following comments concerning 
the internal affairs of the Soviet Union. 

‘+ There is a struggle for power currently taking place 
within «ἔλθ Soviet Union and the question of leadership may not be 
resolved until the 23rd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union is* held in the Spring of 1966, 

At the present time, the dominant group composed mainly 
of nola'tintnes led by Leonid I. Brezhnev, First Secretary of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, has “beaten back" the bid for 
greater power by a more ambitious younger group ‘which. had advocated 
a return to the “hard line pro-Stalinist policies,” The severe 
adverse reaction among leading Soviet officials and the Soviet = 
masses to the talk of a return to the "old days" under Stalin, has 
enabled ‘Brezhnev to strengthen his position, The mood of the 
Soviet people, especially the young people, is accurately portrayed 
in the poem. being circulated in the Soviet Union entitled "Letter 
to Yesenin"” by the Russian poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko, ‘which expresses 
rebellion against authoritarian excesses, 

Some officials of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
have urged fraternal parties which favor a policy of peaceful 
coexistence to reaffirm the principles of the 20th and. 22nd ‘Congresses 
of the Communist ‘Party of the Soviet Union which disowned Stalin and 
supported the possibility of two paths to Socialisn. These 
Soviet officials are of the opinion that such action would help to 
bridle some of the “war makers" in the Soviet Union, who at one 
time were in favor of necepeins the line advocated by the Communist 
Party of China. 
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Memorandum. τὸ Mr. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

The above information was related to CG 5824~S* 
by Timofeev in a most secretive manner while they were walking 
‘in the streets of Moscow at night, 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the attached summary be sent to the Honorable Marvin 
‘Watson, ‘Special ‘Assistant to the President; Honorable. Dean Rusk, 
Secretary of State: Vice Admiral William ΚΕ, Raborn, Jr., Director 
of the Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney General and the 
Deputy Attorney General, by routing slips, incorporating the 
information obtained by CG 5824=-5*, 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 12/2/65 

Transmit the following in . 
(Type in plaintext’ or cade) 

Vio i ADTRTED 
{Priority} 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ~ 
ἢ ᾿ 

δ | ἜΒΟΜ: ‘SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 sub B) 
all ᾿ ew, 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau’ are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a letter- 

‘head memorandum captioned, "Central Committee, Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union, Hotel, Moscow, USSR." 

The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was orally furnished on 11/12 and 14/65 by CG 5824-S* 
to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD Ἢ, HANSEN, 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
"SHEMET" since unauthorized disclosure of the information set 
forth therein could reasonably result in the identification of 
this source who is furnishing information on the highest level 
concerning the, international communist movement and thus adversely 
affecting the national security. ,_ ἢ 7 

In order to further protect the identity of this # 
source, ‘the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown as havin ' 
been prepared at Washington, D. (Ὁ, 

\od Ung CUM. 0 0-4 2:07) - 5952. 
(3-Burean, (Enea) (RM) , Ἶ 
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UNITED. STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

pecLascht ReplyaPeos Referer ry DERIVED FROM: 
rer autfeMee peciasstricarion θὲ Washington, Ὁ, Ὁ, 
DATE OG3-06-2012 

December 2, 1965 

st 

CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
THE. SOVIET UNION, HOTEL, MOSCOW, USSR 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during nid-November, 1965, advised as follows: 

The Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU), maintains in Moscow, USSR, a relatively 
new and modern hotel known as the Central Committee Hotel 
for the housing of leading Communist or Workers Party repre- 
sentatives from throughout the world who are in that country 
for official consultations with or guests of the CPSU. The 
hotel is a multistoried building complete with all necessary 
service establishments including a good restaurant. 

While most of the guests staying at the Central 
Committee Hotel are there under relatively open, conditions, ° 
the hotel does house from time to time a number of guests 
who are in the country covertly-and under false identities. 
In the latter case, the hotel can adequately take care of 
any or all needs of such individuals. In such cases every= 
thing, including food, is normally brought to the individual's 
private room. When persons from the CPSU desire to meet with 
these covert guests for consultation, these officials are 
brought to the hotel where meetings can be held with utmost 
security in one of its various rooms, If the situation is 
such that the guests must leave the hotel, for example to 
hold meetings with top CPSU leaders such as a Secretary of 

{the Central Committee, service elevators and basement exits 
are available and utilized which enable such persons to leave 
the hotel building unseen. 

At the present time one of the administrators of 
* the Central Committee Hotel is one Edward (last name unknown). 

‘Since the post he holds is one of responsibility, he is probably 
a member of the Central Committee, CPSU. Edward (last name 
unknown) speaks perfect Chinese but has rather limited ability 
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CENTRAL COMMITTEE, CPSU, HOTEL, | Stef 
MOSCOW, USSR 

With the English language, but he is now undertaking extensive 
study of this language. His hobby is collecting postage stamps. 

On a daily basis major newspapers. are brought to 
the hotel together with translations by a uniformed security 
representative of the Central Committee, This material is 
made available for the benefit of the hotel guests and when 
it is delivered to the hotel, it is signed for by the hotel 
administrator. 

In the past it had been possible to locate a guest 
residing in the hotel by a call to the central switchboard 
and guest register it maintained but this is no longer possible. 
At the present time telephone numbers and names of guests are 
ho longer obtainable through a central switchboard and in order 
to talk to anyone in the hotel, you must possess beforehand 
a telephone number and directly dial that individual's room. 
In this connection, for example, if you are attempting to 
‘contact a guest in room 407 of the hotel, you would dial 
directly the number 44-78-47 or if you desired to contact a 
guest in room 517, you would dial directly the number 44-78- 
97. Food as well as service in the hotel is very good although 
here there also has been a definite cutback in the past year 
or so. In the past, the hotel restaurant served a meal con- 
Sisting of many courses and extremely large quantities of , 
food. Today, the number of courses and the quantity of food 
avallable at meals, while greatly sufficient, has been cutback, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
‘agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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τῇ κοῦ “ΡΩΝ 1 = Liaison 
- j~Mr. A. R. Jones 

2 Ἢ Date: December 3, 1965 l= Mr. ἢ, c, Putnam 

: To:  ~—s Director — | “ 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research ~ rth 

! Department of State ! . Ὁ fo : | ΝΣ 

ἔχοαι "John Edgar Hoover, Director al ΝΞ 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF GREAT BRITAIN , | | 

Sources which have ‘supplied reliable information in 
the past have furnished the following Tegarding the. Communist . 
‘Party of Great Britain (CPGB). 

The cpas did not send ἃ delegation to the synposiue 
marking the 30th Anniversary of the 7th Congress of the Con- 
munist International held October 21-23, 1965, in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, although invited to participate, In addition, 
the CPGB contacted its representative on the Editorial Board 
of the "World Marxist Review," official theoretical organ 
of the international communist movement published in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, and instructed him not to attend the sympo- | 
sium, The prevailing opinion among the delegations at the 
symposium was that this is a further indication that the 
CPGB does not desire to associate itself with international 
communist meetings of any type which might be construed as 
signifying approval of whatever line may be expressed by the 
wocting relative to the present Ptah in the international 
Communist movouent. REC. §2 6 0 - Lf) Ff CU-S S953 

_.  —. This opinion ‘has been reinforced as a result of the 
“communication sent by the CPQB to other comaunist parties 
*which stated the CPGB did not want representatives or fraterna 

j be ‘delegations to attend the 29th Congress of the CPGB | which Vas 
“et . Scheduled for Novenbor a 193d5, 

Ν σ- δ, “  %: Because of thb' gesagt itive natur 
Mob which: furnished this inf6 n has | Ua 1. 

| Sie been ‘Classified * 9 ὍΝ \ yt | ἢ Ἔν fect! Aer , 
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Felt. Δ = Diroctor BY LIA son? i a on a 
Central Intelligence Agency j 

Sue =—sAttention: Deputy Director, Plans 
Ὶ “BSTC NE eae vet Cod) τ (SEE NOTE ΑΕ 



ta Oo: Lag! 

ie 
Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

NOTE: 

Classified rrepsepacat" Since data reported could 
reasonably result in the xdé fication of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
‘CG 5824-S* is referred to as “sources” in order to further 
protect the identity of this valuable informant. Source 
developed this information while on Solo Mission 19 to the 
Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia through conversations with — 
representatives of the "World Marxist Review." Data extracted: 
from CGairtel 11/23/65 captioned “Solo, IS - σι" 
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December 3, 1965 

Attached 4s the translation which you requested by Lotter airtel 
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| TRANSLATION FROM RUSSIAN 

ANNUAL'REPORT OF FBI DIRECTOR HOOVER 

On October 19, 1965, in Washington, was published the annual 
report of the Director of the FBI, Hoover, which speaks of the efforts of | " 
the FBI in the struggle against crime and "subversive activities." A special 
section of the report is devoted to prosecution of the Communist Party, U.‘S. A. 
and to a “threat fromthe outside." ᾿ 

ΝΣ 1. ὰ 

Speciticially, lit is stated in a preface to the report: \ 
Ρ 

| “Activities of varlous subversive elements in the United States ' 
continued to test the FBI in the field of internal security..." 

"The Communist Party, U.S. A., during Hn scal year 1965, 
carried on with new.energy its activities in all flelds, devoting special attention 
to sharp attacks upon‘the American forelgn policy, infiltration of the civil 
rights movement, and recruitment of new members among youth. The FBI 
continued to follow all types of Party's activities and inform the appropriate 
officials about its plans and programs, The FBI also attentively followed the 
activities of numerous groups of the communist front, "’ 

It is said in the "Counterintelligence Activities" section: 

"One of the {mportant tasks of the FBI in the field of internal: 
security is to inform the appropriate officials of plans and activities of the 
internal enemies of our.country. The disseminated data provides basis for 
theadoption of effective countermeasures and often influences the country's 
policy with regard to other governments. With the ald of ita counterintelligence 
activities, the FBI is trying to discover individuals acting against the United 
States, to determine their alms, and to make their activities ineffectlve. Such 

. operations are basically ὁ (preventive nature and cannot be judged on the babis 
of convictions’ data or other statistics. "᾿ 

TRANSLATED BY: PX 
TATIANA NIKONISHIN:pbs δος 
November 26, 1965 | 
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“President's directive of September 6, 1939, places upon the 
FBI the chief responsibility for insuring the internal security of the United: 
States, This task includes not only comparison and dissemination of intelli- 
gence data, but also the Investigation of espionage, acts of sabotage, ‘subversive 
-actlyitles, and other related activities. These. functlons do not extend to the 
territory of foreign powers. 

“*Communist Activities 

"During the fiscal year, 1965, an optimistle Communist Party, 
U. 8, A. turned to more open activities in an attempt to strengthen its: influence 
and to help put its programs into practice. With a new energy, it unfolded 
activities in all‘flelds, devoting particular attention to sharp attacks upon. 
American foreign policy, infiltration of the civil rights movement and recruit+ 
ment of new.members among youth. 

“Although this Party loudly. proclaims its independence from 
‘foreign control, all its actions clearly show that it is loyal only to the Soviet 
Union and that it is bound by.an absolute obligation to support the.world communi at 
movement... A sufficiently.clear proof of thie-was the reaction of Party leaders 
to a decision of the Supreme Court of the United States of June 22, 1964, which. 
cheld unconstitutional the passport section of the Internal Security. ‘Act of 1950, 
prohibiting all members of the Communist Party, U..S. A..from applying for an- 
American passport or using an American passport. As.soonaas, according to 
this court ruling,. they were able to obtain passports, many:Party leaders made. 
‘trips to the Soviet Union, ‘where they were feted and cultivated, in preparation 
for-new attacks upon their native land, 

"Traditional actions of the Communist Party against every aspect 
of Amerlean forelgn policy directed against internatiod communism, reached 
new heights when it developed a broad campalgn against the obligations of our 
country in Vietnam and in the Dominican Republic. Denouncing American. 
‘actions In South Vietnam as "cruel" and "barbaric," the Party, instructed its 
members to collaborate with all-the protesting groups in order to intensify their 
activities and weaken the Government's position. The Party is purposefully 
‘striying to use in its own alms varlous demonstrations against American inter- 
-vention in Vietnam and the Dominican Republic.. 
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"The present wave of social unrest In the United States sub- 
statially encourages communists. They regard this situation as favorable 
to thelr activities and are constantly trying to utilize all sorts of dissension. 
Almost any activity connected with the struggle for civil rights,’ be it a voter 
‘registration, a demonstration, march or picketing, -attract communists in 
s0me measure, 

“Disorders which broke out in the Harlem section of the City 
‘of New York in July, 1964, may-serve as a striking example of this. The 
Progressive Labor. Movement (later renamed the Progressive Labor Party), 
& dissenting and very militant group which broke away from the Communist 
Party, 'U. 8. A., tried to protract these demonstrations, deliberately inciting 
the initiators of disorders, Representatives of this group disseminated provo~ 
cation literature and delivered fervent ddcuunclation speeches-which noticeably : 
increased the tension in the area of disordera, 

"Legifimate organizations btruggling for clvil rights, as a rule, 
successfully excluded communists, although some organizations received 
secret advice from communists and even accepted them as their-members, 
The Communist Party is dissatisfied with this situation and:is unswervingly 
striving to infiltrate the clvil rights movement.on all levels, The FBI does not 
investigate the legitimate activities of groups fighting for the civil rights but, 
from the intelligence point of γον, it is interested in the question of the scale 
of a possible communist infiltration, 

"The academic year 1964-65, was a year of energetic activities 
of communist leaders In all sections of our country, when.the Party actlvized 
its attempts to attract youth into its ranks with the ald-of public appearances 
in colleges and universities. The Party leaders, encouraged by earlier suc- 
cesses, appeared 56 times during this perlod and were heard, ‘in all, by 37,000 
students. This concentration of efforts wa public appearances among students. 
of the institutions of higher learning alme jachteving the recognition of the 
Party ag a legitimate political organization, establishing an aura of respecta- 
bility around the Party and dissemination of the communist propaganda. The 
leaders of the Communist Party also appeared as guests on numerous radio 
and television broadcasts. | 
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Another important weapon which the Communist Party. used: 
against youth were DuBois Clubs, This youth organization, taking its cues 
from the Communist Party, was founded in June, 1964, at a congress in 
San Francisco, California, dominated and controlled by communists. Its 
basic purpose is the spread of Marxism-Leninism, Marxists consider that 
these clubs, the centersof which are located in colleges and univerisities, are 
a.very promising means of attracting youth, 

"Legal Prosecutions 

"In June, 1961, the Supreme Court-of the United States agreed 
with conclusions of the Subversive Activities Control Board to the effect that | 
the Communist Party, U..8. A. -is under the direction and control of the Soviet 
Union, The order for the Party.to register, as required by the Internal Security __ 
Act of 1950, was openly challenged, ‘as a result of which the Government insitituted’ ' 
a legal prosecution. On December 17, 1962, the ‘PistultfCourt of the United : 
States in Washington, Ὁ. C., found the Party guilty on 12 counts of the indictment, 
for its refusal to register, and a maximum fine in the sum of $120, 000 was 
iAmposed upon it, 

"'On December 17, 1963, the Court of Appeals of the District of 
Columbla reversed this decision, stating that the Fifth Amendment to the Consti- 
‘tution gives legal justification to Party workers who refused to register, inasmuch 
as it provides that everyone has the right not to testify against’ himself, This 
court ruled further that the Government may reopen:the case on condition that 
it finds a ‘volunteer who would express readiness to carry out the registration 
if the Party authorizes him to doit, In the contrary case, the Government:must 
Withdraw its indictment. The Supreme Court refused to review this decision. 

"On February 24, 1965, the Government submitted to the Federal 
Grand fury in Washington, D,.C,, the data showing that the Communist Party, 
beginning with February 12, 1965, knew that there was such a person who was 
ready to sign the registration form and statement. On February 25, 1965, a 
new indictment was submitted. It was consolidated with the former indictment 
against the Party and the trial was set for the end of 1965, 

_ “By June 30, 1965, the Department of Justice applied to the Sub- 
versive Activities Control Board with a request to order 44 national and district 
Jeaders of the Communist Party, U. S, A. to register as members of the Party, 
as demanded by the appropriate section of the Internal Secukity Act of 1950. All 
these cases were examined and, on the’basis of data-and testimony of witnesses 
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, Labor Relations Board sworn written statements to the effect that they were 

» ‘purpoce of violating restrictions prohibiting trips to Cuba without a passport 

‘the United States attracts interest of tke Communist Party as a-meane for 
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submitted by the FBI, this Board issued orders on registration involving | 
37 defendants; all of them filed an appeal. On April 23, 1964, the Court " 
of Appeals of the District of Columbla, in a decision concerning both these | 
cases examined jointly, supported the orders on registration but did not 
examine the constitutional questions involved. ‘The Supreme Court agreed ‘| 
to examine this decision once more and the hearing on the question was scheduled ἃ 
for the fall of 1965, 

"In September 1963, slx officials of the International Union of ! 
Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers were convicted on a violation of the Labor 
Relations Act of 1947, on a charge that they conspired with the purpose of 
deceiving the Government by illegally obtaining the help of the National Labor 
‘Relations Board through presenting a false sworn written statement to the. 
effect that they were not communists. ‘They were sentenced to three years of 
imprisonment and a fine in the sum of $2,000 each. The court prosecution 
began in'November, 1958, and before sentences were brought out, their cages 
were repeatedly reviewed. The U, 5. Court of Appeals confirmed these sen- 
tences on April 26, 1965, 

i 

| 
| 

"On September 14, 1959, the section of the Labor Relations Act | 
of 1947, which required that labor union leaders to submit to the National 

not communists, was repealed and the statute of Hmitations excluded all the 
prosecutions based .upon'thie-sectlon, beginning with September 15, 1964, 

"Ag a recult of age FBLiove gations, the Federal Grand Jury - 
‘in Brooklyn, N. Yi. jvbrought out Indictments on September 27, 1983, and 
‘September 22, 1964, against 11°persone,-charging that they conspired for the 

with an appropriate notation, The prosecution of these cases was halted in — 
the expectation of a ruling of the U. S, Supreme Court on the question involving 
a case of obtaining of a passport with an appropriate notation permitting a trip 
.to Cuba. On May 3, 1965, the Supreme Court confirmed the.right of the Govern- 
‘went to restrict trips to Cuba and, δὲ the end of a fiscal year, the above-mentioned 
cases were waiting for an examination, | 

" Organizationsof the Communist Front ν΄ 

"Practically everything of a social or economic significance in | 

achieving its ends, This Party is unswervingly striving to propagandize its 
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programs with the aid of existing front organizations or by’means of creating 
new organizations of this type. It portrays itself asa champion of rights of 
Negroes and other minority groups, asserting, that thelr interests are its 
interests, Actually, the Party does not care about the interests of these groups. 
in a real sense but only.expects to use them in order-to spread its own influence. 
it constantly strives to penetrate nonsubverslye, legitimate, organizations, 
Communists strive to seize control of the leadership of these groups with the 
alm of compelling them to carry out the Party line without openly identifying 
themselves with communism. ΝΣ ΒΝ | 

| "The FBI investigates recently created, known or suspected, 
communist front organizations, in-order to determine thelr true character and 
to establish. whether thelr. activities are subject to the jurisdiction of the FBI. 
Investigating the attempts of. communists to infiltrate these organizations, the 
FBI is interested only.in possible communist infiltration and not in the legitimate 
activities of these groups, The information obtained is transmitted to the 
Department of Justice for.a decision of the question of instituting the legal 
‘prosecutions in accordance with the Executive Order No. 10450 and the Internal 
‘Security Act of 1950, ΕΣ | 

| “Communism in the Caribbean Region, τς την 

, "Unremitting efforts of the Soviet'Union, communist Ching and 
the, Castro Government on.Cuba, for-arousing unrest and subversive activities 
in the entire Caribbean region, require that the FBI, using sources in the 
United States, carry οὐ ἃ broad surveillance of activities in-this-entire region. 
The uprising in the Dominican Republic which broke out in April, 1965, stressed 
the. great importance of.a good intelligence service when a strong-communist 
influence upon this uprising created:a threat of appearance in the Caribbean. 
region of one:more communist government. The FBI systematically submitted 
information of high quality on the Dominican Republic and other Important re- 
gions of Latin America to the appropriate officials, in order:that they could 
determine a policy.and adopt the necessary measures, ΝΣ 

._, "Although open activities of pro-Castro organizations have slackened, 
the Cuban Government continued its efforts to land intelligence agents in the 
United States. This-factor, along with close connectlons between Cuba and the 
Soviet Union, compels the FBI to keep constahtly vigilant, ‘This is equally true 
with regard to communist'China, .a country which represents'a serlous long-term 
‘threat to the security. of the United States. The expanding activitles of Chinese 
communists throughout the Western'Hemisphere demand close survey over this 
entire region, | 
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“Nationalist Activities 

The FBI devotes particular attention toa number: ‘of Puerto 
Rican nationalist groups which are clamoring for independence for Puerto 
Rico by any means, including violence. Members of these organizations, 
many of whom are supporters of a Cuban-style communism, resorted to acts 
of violence in the past, although measures quickly adopted by the FBI and: 
er authorities in Puerto Rico prevented such activities to a considerable 
egree, | 

7 "At the end of the fiscal year, the FBI investigated the activities 
‘in the United States of a‘number of natlonalist Negro groups which speak against 
whites and actively incite racial hatred. Included here are such organizations 
‘asithe "Nation of Islam" which is often called *Black:Muslims, "the "Muslim 
Mosque, "the "Revolutionary Action Movement" and the "Black Liberation. 
Front." All these organizations create serlous threat of violence, the fact 
‘testified by yarious recent incidents, such, for instance, as a plot of the "Black 
Liberation Front" to blow up the statue of Liberty and other natlonal-monuments, 
This plan was folled by the agents of the FBI and New York police on February 
"ὦ 1966; the plotters were arrested and later convicted by:a ‘federal court, 

| "The FBI also investigates activities of such organizations as - 
Ku Klux Klan and other organizations inciting hatreds, when they call for violence 
or incite to violence or use of force In order ‘to‘deprive others ‘of their consti- 
‘tunional rights. A number of such‘hatred groups and‘14 Ku Klux Klan organiza- 
‘tions are now carefully investigated In view of violence and lawlessness to which 
‘they resorted in the past. It is supposed'that at the end ofithe fiscal year a 
number of Ku Klux Clan members approached 10, 000 and, accor ding to reports, 
is growing. " | 

Translator's Notes The subsection of the FBI Report "The Threat 
fron Abroad” following the subsection "Communist 
Front Organizations" was omitted tn the Russtan 
version. 
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“UNITED STATES ΟΟΥΒΒΝΜΕΝΤ Φ 

Memorandum 
το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE! 12/2/65 

/ vor : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

SUBJECT: Zoro & 

65 DECL3 1969 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet dated October 
29, 1965. 

ReBulet instructed Chicago to set forth a monthly 
accounting of all receipts and disbursements of Solo and ΟΡ... 
USA Reserve Funds in possession of CG 5824-S*, Set forth 
below is such an accounting: 

Balance of funds in possession of 
CG 5824-S* as of October 19, 1965 
(date of departure on 19th Solo 
Mission) 

5010 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, First National 
Bank of Chicago, Chicago, 
ILLINOIS, ccc cn e cence ev eens ervassssceesesagd 61,000,00 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, 
LAULINOIS. cn vue awe νει anes envanssecssesence 94,622.00: 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

None. 

Total $155,622.00 ΖΞ | -- ay 
- Bureau (RM): prt 40 J -- YLFO9/ 2.58 - New York (RM) ps nc ne ἝΝΟΟΝ 

(1 - 100-134637 ((SoLO) 4 03,!, xz, 
(1 - 100-128861 (CP, USA - Reserve Funds 

1 = Chicago EC S 865 
RWH: MD nae ἜΝ NWN a 
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CG 134-46 Sub F 

Additions 

Solo 

In early 11/65 received as 
reimbursement from CP of ‘the 
Soviet Union, Moscow, USSR, | 
for fares paid by CP, USA, 
1965,.. "η δὰ i ee κα ἃ ἃ ΜΝ - $21,176.00 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

In early 11/65 received from 
"World Marxist Review," Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, as royalties on 
articles prepared by CP, USA 
members and published in maga-~ 
ZAMG eas cenerancaanccneereveaessed 798.00 

In early 11/65 from "World 
Marxist Review" as reimbursement 
for cost of mailing publication 
in U.S. by CP, USA to VIPs, 
college and university libraries, 
étc. Pe es παν πν απ ἀνα ἃ άπ δα ϑκυ 3,250,00. 

In early 11/65 as dues payments 
to CP, USA for GEORGE WHEELER 
and wife and JOHN VAFIADES and 
wife, Prague, Czechoslovakila.... 80,00 

4,128.00 

Total $25,304.00 

Disbursements 

Solo 

On 11/1,2/65 to CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, 
Moscow, for travel expenses,.....$ 100,00 

On 11/19/65 as purchase price of 
books being sent to CP of the 
Soviet Union and CP of Czecho- 
Slovakia, including two copies — 
@ $10.95 of "Kennedy" by Sorenson 50.00 

am Dom 
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CG 134-46 Sub F | ες 

On 11/30/65 as reimbursement ; 
to CG 5824-S* for the purchase - 

price of following: | 

Sweater for ELIZABETH 
HALL, wife of GUS HALL, 
10/27/6540 « «00 «ᾧ 19,00 

- Porcelain_n 
frame fo ΣΕ ες 

JO/17/65. ccc ceee .» 45.00 

Wrist watch, wholesale, 
: for GUS HALL, | 

TO/17/65. 4 aca ae »» 100.00 

ον Liquor purchased for 
GUS HALL, 11/19/65 15.00 

- Painting and frame for 
GUS HALL, 11/19/65 50.00 

$229.00 

On 11/30/65 to CG 5824-S* as 
reimbursement for expense money 
provided HENRY WINSTON for Chilean 
1) op 0 « 25,00 

‘Total $404.00 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

On 11/21/65 to ARNOLD JOHNSON 
for transmittal to HELEN WINTER, 
NYC, as dues payments for JOHN 
VAFIADES and wife and GEORGE 
WHEELER and wife, Prague, Czecho- 
Slovakiascwcscasacvssscesseaanensy 80.00 

Total $484.00 

“Balance of funds. in possession of 
. CG 5824-S* as of 11/30/65 

Solo- 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, First National ΝΡ 
Bank of Chicago, Chicago, ΝΣ : ᾿ 
TUNIS. ἐν ν κά ν κε εκ κε κα ἐκ κε κο εν εκ κε κεεν eS 61,000.00 

_ = 
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CG 134-46 Sub F 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, 
TLLINOIS. cc reece reece tas ere στ... PLLD, 394,00 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash iin safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, 
Lllinois, πα ee areca πα ewan et ame te ate ease sae ee A, 048,00 

Total $180,442.00 
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" ἢ Mure ENVE@PE 

Legat, Ottawa December 7, 1965 

Axe "  - Mr, Cotter 
jl | Direct BI (100-428091) 1 - Mr. Shaw 

(2 Sate | 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
INTERNAL SECURITY - CANADA 

There are enclosed three copies of a letterhead 
memorandum classified " and captioned "Communist 
Party of Candda" which rélate to the proposed Joint training 
school of that Party and the Communist Party, USA. 

You should prom : 
Ib7D dim td your so 

| preferably to 
e the memorandum 15 turn Oo you 

should be emphasized that due to. the sensiti 
sources, it is essential that no distribution or use of our 
intelligence information be undertaken which. would be likely 
to jeopardize the security of our sources, 

Enclosures 6 

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for review) 

WGS/pen 
(6) 457 ΝΣ AS »ἢ᾿ 
NOTE: 

A joint Marxist training school involving ‘representatives 
of the CPUSA and ‘the Communist Party of Canada is scheduled to 
start in January, 1966. Approximately 10 students from each 

‘|Party will be enrolled, and the school will be staffed by 
instructors from each Party. Previ ation concerning £ 

h b ἃ ¥ ; | the school has been aoe RE 8 σ᾽ - Ye f OG[- SRS 

ἯΣ 

MAIL 

ὄ 

, 8. OFC 8 1965 

, 
νυ 2. 

ce ANG 
Sullivan καράβια 

Tavel πρρκοκιδονωανα 

TROtter μρινπαπρμυιονονε. 

Tele, ROO ἀσωνως 
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DRCLASSLPICATION AUTHORITY DERTY FROM: 

AUTMUATIGADECLASS IF CATION curt 

VATE O2-06G-20L2 

ἘΠ 
ΝΣ December 7, 1965 

1 = Mr. Cotter 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF ΠΑΝ ὃ Shaw 
teeta diate tained ae 

_ The following information was supplied ‘by sources 
which have furnished reliable information. in the past. 

‘The Communist Party of Canada recently furnished 
‘the Comaunist Party, USA, a document pertaining to the 

joint Communist Party, USA ~~ Communist Party of Canada 
earn ΘΟΒΟΟΣ. ἃ copy ΟΣὨ fhig document ‘entitled | 

culum -- Three Months Course = Janu 3 to March 28 
1966" is attached. . ay aren 38, 

It appears that plans for the joint training 
‘school have now been finalized, . | 

Enclosure 

100~428091 

WGS/pen _ -ropeseger 

(9) | 

1 - Foreign Liaison Exclude 
Unit (Route through downgrad 
for review) decl 

NOTE: ἀν 

Classified "ἼἸαρξϑρες τ because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the sources 
CNY 694-S* and CG 5824~S*) who are of continuing value and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to the 
national defense. ‘Information extracted from New York airtel 
12/1/65 captioned "Solo, IS-C." This letterhead memorandum is 
‘being disseminated by cover letter dated 12/7/65, to the Department 
of State and the Central Intelligence Agency. In addition, the 

a 

fication DID 

letterhead mem Ottawa, for 
Toko mmm Eransmittal to Additional 
NOM meee tnfornation concerning the join - ΟΣ Canada training 
eer school has been previously disseminated to the recipients of 
Callahan this memorandum. Be 
feta | ἐᾷ 
ΠΣ ν»δο- “2 δός _ FASO | 
ΘΙ Ο eevee 
Tee ἀκ πσωνικοον 

Trotter -meamewines ᾿ OSU eas) 
Tele. ROOM penne ENGL 
πὴ  ΘΌΝΜΌΘΟΟΝ "Ὁ 

Gandy τσ τον MAIL ROOMLo) TeLETyre ὑν Ld 4 



SREIVED FROM: a Fa ee, 

EI AUTOMREROMBALASSIPICATIGN CUIDE SpenGr 
TE ‘03-08-2012 Φ 6 

ECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY 

j a 1 ναὶ 

| (13) 100~428091. | . 
‘BY LIAISON 

Data: December 8, 1965 1 = Mr. Branigan 
1 -- Liaison 

‘To: Director ι 1 = Mr. Shaw 

‘Central Intelligence Agency = ἷ 

γ' | Attention: Deputy Director, Plans pre 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director 

‘Subject: xe) ‘MATTERS.~ RUSSIA 

hi 

(φρο. wy 
The following information was supplied by ἃ source | 

which has furnished reliable information in the paat. 

The Central Comittee, Communist Party of the τὸ 
Soviet ‘Union (CPSU), maintains in Moscow, Russia, axolatively 
new and modern hotel known as the Central Coumittes ‘Hote 
for the housing of leading representatives of various © 
fraternal parties who are in Moscow for official cojisultations 
with officials of the CPSU. The hotel is a multistoried 
building couplete with all necessary service establishnents. 

MO fy πες 
| While most of the guests staying at the Conftal C 

Committee Hotel are there under relatively open conditions, 
the hotel does house from time to time a number of guests who 
are in Moscow covertly. In ‘the latter case, the hotel can 
adequately take care of all needs of such individuals. In 

such cases everything, including food, ig normally brought 
to.the individual's private room, When the CPsU officials 
desire to meet with these covert guests, the CPSU officials 

? are brought to the hotel where neetings can be held with 
ἘΞ wtaost security in one of its various rooms. If the situation 

_2 is-such ‘that the guests must leave the hotel, service elevators 

Ἢ and basement exits are available which enable such persons | 
to-Leave the hotel ungeen. | A tit 

ae! 

μ At the present time, the administrator of the Central 
: Comittee Hotel is one Edward (last ‘name unknown), who. speaks 

al O Aa 
Tot mee Perfect Chinese but has rather limited ability with the English | 
Belmont sewmenmnenn : ᾿ εἰ ἣΝ ; FES 

language. 0-9 ~ VLE 7, 52S 
WATE DOT αωκωπερεστηασκυνω ἘῸΝ :j ec 

' ἡ 

Contd mm 
¥ Ce 

Ry TH 7 

Gale . 

Sine CANO ἢ Ce | 
If. 

Teeter αὶ DEC 1319807 Leola 
, 

wan, ROOML.) teceryes unt CJ 
FILM © μοῦνον 
Gandy 



rn ας ὁ 
Director 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Major newspapers are brought to the hotel on a 
daily basis together with tranglations by a uniformed security 
representative of the Central Committee. This material is made 
available for the benefit of the hatel gueats, 

In the past, it had been possible to locate a guest 
residing in the hotel. by ἃ call to the central switchboard 
and guest register it maintained, This is no longer possible, 
At the present time, telephone numbers and names of cuests 
are no longer obtainable through a central switchboard. In 
order to talk to anyone in the hotel, you must possess before«~ 
hand ἃ telephone number and directly dial that individual's . 
ΤΌΘ, 

NOTE: | 

Classified "Soret" since unauthorized disclosure 
of this information cduld reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in grave damage to the Nation. Source obtained 
this data while on Solo Mission 19 to the Soviet Union. Data 
extracted from Chicago airtel 12/2/65 captioned "Solo, IS - Cc." 



{bb -- “ap oF SXS¥ τ tuts FILE SKIPPED DURING 
SEREALIZ ATION. 
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at - 
DECLISSIFICATION AUTHORITY DEBAVED FROM: 

BI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION ΕΒ Ὲ | 

BATE §3-06-Z2012 
. 

τ - 

. ry yo 

- μ Ν 

- 4 

tx] 

Mr, J, Walter Yeagley December 9, 1965 
Assistant Attorney General 

Director, FBI | | ‘1 = Mr. Shaw 

BE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA | 
‘EDUCATION Oc gO. 
INTERNAL SECURITY -- C - 

‘The following information was supplied by gources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past, 

A joint Communist Party, USA, ~ Communist Party of 
‘Canada Marxist training school to be known as the "Institute 
.of Social Science" is scheduled to be held in Toronto, Canada, 
from January 3, 1966, to March 28, 1966, Plans call for ten 
gtudents from each Party to be enrolled and the school is to 
be staffed. by instructors from each Party, 

No attempt is being made to arrange any elaborate | 
cover for this school, ‘The Canadian Communist Party plabs to 
acknowledge that the. school is being held, but will: deny. that 
there is participation by representatives of the Communtst 

Party, USA, Ng on 
Pea cx 

Norman Freed, of the Canadian Communiat:' Party, ‘will 
head the school and will .be:responsible for maintafning<the . 
school's ‘ideological standards, Freed will coordiaatg., the 
‘arrangements for the school with Hyman Lumer, Natiohal & 

| Educational Secretary, Communist Party, ‘USA,’ 

A copy of the school's course of study entitled 
“Curriculum ~~ Three Months Course -- January 3 to March 28, 1966" 

is attached, | 

‘Because of the sensitive nature of sources, this J 
communication has been classified 3 a; 

ἢ Ree OF Y2FO9 - 5251] 

Ps, DEC; 9. i985 | 

Nt yen yamcrann | 1 ANS wih 
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coat, (4) .' | ! SEE ‘NOTE PAGE ‘TW 
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0 
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My. J. Walter Yeagley 

NOTE: 
a . 4 

Classified στρ ϑιηνσξξεν ‘because unauthorized disclosure | 
of this information could “reveaI@the identities of the sources 
(NY -694-S* and CG 5824-S*) who are of continuing value and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to the 
national defense. This information was previously disseminated 
to the Department of Sts : ; 

: at, Ottawa, 
y letters date Orna : 
airtel 12/6 captioned "Solo, Ἐν - δ 
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SAC, New. York (100~134637). 12/8/65 

‘Director,. Far (100-428091) Ἰ ΜΝ Shaw 

Fron 
~-ENTERNAL SECURITY - C 

‘AS soon as your. office receives from NY 694~§* 
the time table for the 1966 Solo radio broadcasts, a copy 
should be promptly forwarded to the ‘Bureau, 

WGSsjec 
(4). οὐ 
Ss 

MEMES Ζ LITA 49 

ὕξι 8 1865 
μος ἢ a Jed 4262912 OS 
ΠΡ ΒΒΗΝΟΘΟΝ ᾿ . — rocnOn, 

COSD EL  μωκνκωνκαταν, 
19 DEC 9 65 

rotter aa, omen) 4 2. yn 

“BODE EC bse ont a] 



OPTIONAL, FORM NG. τὸ 50106107 t 

MAY 1042 EQITION ae 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. ἘΣ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
70 + ‘DIRECTOR, PBI (100-428092) 

ROM Ὁ SAC, NEW YORK (200-134637A) 

SUBJECT { Cooro ) 

ie Remylet 11/4/65. 

Φ 

DATE: 12 13 /65 , 

ς- 

‘The records of the NYO reflect the following 
transactions regarding SOLO Funds during the month of τὶ 
November 1965: 

Credits. 

11/1/65 On Hand 
12/18/65 Received 

Debits 

To HELEN WINTER for 
LEM HARRIS for CPUSA 
Real Estate 
Investment and for 
CPUSA Travel 
Delegations Expenses 

To LENA SCHERER for 

11/18/65 

13/18/65 
CPUSA National Office 
Expenses 

-- VN 
ey ΠΝ 

3 - Chicago (134- 46- sub B) (RM) 
1. - NY 134-91 CINV) (C42). 

$ 830,533.78 
235,000.00 

i, 3 3. 

$7,000.00 

5,000.00 

10,000.00 Ba ang 
35 a 

Ζ 
1 - ΝΥ 100-128861-Sub .ἘῈ (CPUSA, RESERVE ΣΝ 
Δ -- NY 100-134637A (41) κοί ZA POF / σΖίο! 
JDO:msb 
(6) gm % DEC 10. 1955 

2 Mere ΑΒ char ἴα sehlerier~ 

με τλε “66° 

uk! bee FC 13 BNC U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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some G00 
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NOL τὸ φί roe Φ. 
ἫΝ norandvon | OUTE IN BN VELOPE 

GPTOMAL FORA 
MAT 1942 EDIY. 
G34 ΡΜ 47 CPE) 10 Έσ ΤΊ, ὁ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | DATE: 12/3/65 

ROM : SAC, NEW YORK (200-134637) 

oO a 

TRAMUS 

Re Chicago airtel 12/1/65 in which it lists statistical data 
concerning ‘$21,176 of United States currency provided’ to the CPUSA 
by the Soviets through CG 5825. δὲς, 

Bureau is requested to furnish one copy of reference Chicago 
airtel to the Voucher Statistical Section for processing through 
the automatic data processing unit service. 

For the information of Chicago, it is being suggested that where 
money is received ‘by CG $824-S* ‘from the Soviets, the necessary data 
for processing be submitted to the Voucher Statistical Section of the 
Bureau. It should bear the title as indicated above with the subtitle 
ΟΣ TRAMUS which is the code word involved in this tracing operation. 

Jt 
xs 2 (7 

we ff — oe --ὦ 

\Av? Mb ETD | peo 10 HS 
é)- Bureau (RM) — —— 

(1 - Voucher Statistical Section) 
L - Chicago's(134~46-Sub 8) (RM) 
1 -.New York 65-17696 (#343). Sper 
1 - New York (100-134637) #41 en 

eh 
scant | port 

τ" 1) in 

4) ὧν 
ἔν» , 

via 

wi ἐνὶ 
᾿ Σ ὃ . <e Fy 

if Oe ) , 
SGM) DEC w 0 δ ὃς Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



GPIONAL FORM NO, τᾷ 
MAY 184} EXTION 
SSA GEN, REG, NO, 97 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
December 8, 1965 : Mr. Conrad/.v 

εὖ 
" 
ΞΕ: 

ZC. F. Downing 

oO 
SUBJECT: ‘SOLO 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

ΤΌΪΒΟΝ περυκμταπκκων 
DeLoggh iintreralalar 

ae 
GSC. aewmweeieie 

tne 

τ onrad ed 

Felt μνικανανωκαννακανν 

Gale , 

Rosen eae eal 

SULLV GM κανακωανταμων 
Tavel 

Tele, figoom ernie 

Holmes ΨΨΌΜΟΡΜΗΝ 

Gondy 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted to 
him by radio. 

On 12/8/65, ‘transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at scheduled times.and frequencies but no messages 
were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

1 - Mr. ‘Conrad 
2-Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. 6, Shaw) 
1 -Mr. Downing 
1 - - Mr. Newpher 
i= "Mr. ‘Paddock 

HS-drv 

(7) 

wt 

w\ 

7 7 DEC ΠΤ 

6 ofc 13 1985 
dy 

32 

[60 - ¥ar OF f- % POY 
“παν 
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ΡΟ ner She 4 te εἰ 4 ! 
| | 

| 
| 

Date: 12/1/65 | 
i 
| t 

Transmit the following-in . 
(Type in pleintext ov code} 

Via AIRTEL =.= «||_ [REGISTERED MAIL | 
{Priority} 

patel ear sagt: ese amen wrt emer mat Sf! "δα, evs aries pm. igh; Sh? heck Teme ol tee τῶι “aA SA. i Ape ye ree eee org Sig “ie νασ - - 

ΤῸ +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

) FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β) 

“ & 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies i 

Χ and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's f 

1) statement captioned, "Reimbursement From Communist Party o 
Asse" Union to Communist Party, USA for Fares Paid in 
SIG Ee" 

Y 
τῇ he The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 

tatement was orally furnished on 11/12 and 13/65 by CG 5824-S*, 
“*2vho tas furnished reliable information in the Past, to SAs RW 
SHALE A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. No 

3 In discussing the receipt of the monies referréd τὸ 
in ‘the enclosed informant's statement with GUS HALL, Generals; 
Secretary, CP, USA, on 11/13/65, HALL advised that these τη 
monies should. be placed with other CP, USA reserve funds7 ‘ 
In discussing this matter of money, HALL was specifically 
informed of the Agount that had been received as reimbursement 4 } 

a for fares. Ls? | ppetypy’ 

(} Bureau (E 
1-New York €$l00- 134637) (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) 1 HAS 

q 2-Chicago Ry, ς [pf ; 
aR (1 - 134-46 Sub F) ‘ Log δον 

WH: MDW : "ὦ 

SOnt cere ΘΓ 

ove. f " nt in Charge 

-_— - . 
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REIMBURSEMENT FROM COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION TO COMMUNIST PARTY, USA FOR 
FARES PAID IN 1965 

During late October and early November, 1965, a 
series of discussions was held with representatives of the 
North and South American Section, International Department, 
Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU), which included such individuals as Nikolai V, 
Mostovets, Head of the North and South American Section, 

‘and his assistant, Igor Mikhailov, regarding the matter 
of reimbursement to the Comaunist Party, USA (CP, USA) - 
of monies which if had spent on fares for individuals 
from the United States wha had visited the USSR as members 
of official delegations and groups. Altogether, reimburse- 
tient was requested for all or part of the fares paid by the | 
CP, USA on behalf of some 48 individuals who had been to 
the Soviet Union since April, 1965. This included delega- _ 
tions for May lst and November 7th as well as CP, USA youth 
delegations, etc. Based on the negotiations which were 
carried out at this time, the CPSU in early November, 1965, 
turned over a sum of money totaling $21,176.00, consisting 
of U.S. currency. Included in this were part fares for 
Gextiuigs(Welenden..of the Comaunist-Party of- Puerto.Rico,. 
who had gone to the World Peace Council meeting in Helsinki, 
Finland; Claude Lightfoot, who had gone ‘to Prague, Czecho- 
‘slovakia, as a delegate to a “World Marxist Review" conference, 
and his wife Joyce;. Carl Winter: and Anthony Krchmarek and 
wife, who had gone to Bucharest, Romania, for the Communist = 
Party of Romania Congress. All of these individuals then 
proceeded to the Soviet Union. Upon payment of the foregoing . 
amount, the CPSU indicated that this settlement represented 
complete and final reimbursement for all fares expended by 
the CP, USA in 1965, 

In discussions regarding future official travel 
to the USSR from the United States by CP, USA members, these 
representatives of the International Department made it 
clear that in 1966 there would not be anywhere near the 
number of persons visiting in 1965 that would be invited 
for 1966, In fact, it was pointed out that it was not certain 
at this time whether they would be able to extend two-thirds 
or even one~half of the invitations provided in 1965 for the 
year 1966. However, whatever number of invitations is .. 
decided upon and budgated for in 1966 will be made known to 

a a 

ἦν ENGLOSTRD fag 42004 SaeH 



the CP, USA in the near future, 
time that because of certain problems which had arisen in 
1965, that they would not again refer to the total number 
of invitees as a quota for the CP, USA.. 

They also agreed at this 

When discussing 
the decreased numbor of invitations which will be avail- 
able in 1966, these individuals indicated that the basic 
reason for it was a lack of the provision of money for 
such travel in their budget, At the same time, however, | 
they noted that in certain special situations where the 
CP, USA wanted to send certain people to the USSR and had 
good reasons, they should communicate with the CPSU before~- 
hand and then the CPSU would give consideration ‘to their 
request, and probably would be able to arrange the desired 
Anvitation for then, Ε 

It was further noted by these representatives 
of tho International Department that for next year, 1966, 
the CPSU will not consider, under any condition, claims 
for reimbursement for expenses other than actual trans- 

They pointed out that when these people © 
visit the USSR there are no such additional expenses and 
that they take care of all needs of these people while in 

portation costs. 

the country. 

Set forth below is the pertinent data which 
appeared on the above~-noted $21,176.00 of U.S. currency 
provided to the ΟΡ, USA: 

Denomination 

$100 
ἘΠ 

af 

8 of Note 

1} 

ΠΝ 

Serial 3 

Federal Reserve. Note B 18083578 A 
B 15200877 A: 
A 01911231 A 
B 02704569 A’ 
B 13276807 A 
B. 15879160 A 
G 10086493 A 
B 16019809 A 
L 06895093 A 
B 02555073 A 
B 18511268 A 
Β 09555767 A 
B 08652152 A 
B‘ 19544990 A 
B 42344241 A 
ὦ 00004627 A 
B 02247792 A 
B 07528559 A 

Series 

1950 D 
1950 Ὁ 
1950 A 
1950 
1950 Ὁ 

1950 ἢ 
1950 D 
1950 D 
1950 ¢ 
1950 
2950 D 
1950 D 
1950 BL 
1950 D 
1950 B 
1950 © 
1950 | 
1950 B 
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UNITED STATES οοθ.. ENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN FRYE TLOPRE 
TO > DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 12/13/65 

FROM : ΒΆΑΟ, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) G 

SUBJECT? ( Goro» fs 
tt 5ΞῸ 5 (? 

᾿ ReCGairtel dated November 18, 1965, and Bulet 
dated December 3, 1965, 

CGairtel forwarded to the FBI Laboratory for 
translation several pages in the Russian language furnished 
by CG 5824-S* which had been given to the source by MIKHAIL 
SUSLOV, Secretary, Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union. 
Bulet furnished a verbatim translation of this material. 

A review of the translation furnished by the Bureau 
discloses that it consists almost in its entirety of quotations 
from the Annual Report of the Director of the FBI, J. EDGAR 
HOOVER. Therefore, the Chicago Office is not including this 
information in any communication for dissemination, 

(00-42 §0 (O7/- 

RDP 
Cn, ST 

l-¥B ee 
@ Bureau (RM) 
1-Chicago A 

gb DERBHBGS ,: 
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7 ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
‘BAC, New York (100-134637) " 12914665 

bn | aa 

a Director, yBf?(100~428091),_ Sz ES 
: 1}: D, Donohue 

| rope gee 

gc £ 109 

Based 
the. continuatio 

-Reurlet 12.7.65 Φ 

“upon the necessity of ἐπα cover office to 
hn of the Solo operation, authority is granted 

to make the $25 payment as. requested, 

1. =- M. F. Row (6221 IB) 

success ‘of t 

@ Ale 

NOTE: 
Ι 

ι Ἐὰν 

In connection with the Solo.case, we maintain a cover office 
at 17 Battery Place, New York City, where important messages are 
prepared and exchanged by NY 694-S*, This cover is vital to the 

Η͂ : he operation and: has proved to bea definite asset. To 
maintain this office, we must operate δα ‘any other tenant in the 
building and contribute to th 
‘employees. To do otherwise would 
interest in the activities of this office which would be detrimental 
to our operation, . 

¥ 
“TOLEOR μτανακωναναν 

DeLoach 
Mohr 
COS POT ῳρρννεσκκῖναν, 
Callok OTE μων 

Bul Livcn γαρμινανμανμν 

“favel πρτράβιιυπομῤνυραῖγπαμῃνν 

Τροῖεεῖ παπρόβμναν. 

ΠΝ geen ees 

Tele, Room aneweee 

LEY + Wie j af 

| BELLO ΤΥ 
ΠΕΟΊ 3 1965 

COMM-FBI 

SEEDER 9. Mat 9G GU λέγετερε wn 7 

UEC 12 “πὸ yi μὲ 

Christmas Fund of the building 
‘cause talk and-suspicion and undue 
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‘ese Φ 50106107 | Φ 

‘UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 12/7/65 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637). 

The NYO-is in receipt of a letter from the 
Sheraton Whitehall Corporation, owners of the building 
at 17 Battery Place, NYC, where a cover office is 
maintained by the ‘NYO. Said communication. reflected 
that it is expected. that all tenants of the building will 
contribute to the Sheraton Whitehall Building Employees! 
Christmas Pund. 

. los 
Upon consultation with Mr. Manager of bic 

the Sheraton Whitehall Corporation, was ascertained that 
with respect to an.office such as is maintained by the 
NYO, the usual contribution to the aforesaid fund is 
$25, OO. Since the NYO feels that it is necessary to 
maintain good relations with the Sheraton Whitehall 
Corporation,. it is requested_that the Bureau authorize 
the. payment of :$25.:00 by the NYO to the Sheraton Whitehall 
Buliding Emp Loyess ristmas Fund. 

satis teenie nati τυ πες μἐἕἔὧἷα 

REC 8. fag _- L2E OF f—-S ,.( 5 

w@ - Bureau (RM) — - 
- New York {Wy ¢ OEC 13.1985 
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τ τὶ 
DIRECTOR, FBI (65~65405) 12/9/65 
(ATT: VOUCHER STATISTICAL SECTION) 

SAC, NEW. YORK (65-17695) 

"REQUEST FOR AUTOMATIC DATA 
PROCESSING UNIT SERVICE" 
(0O:NY) 

5. 6." ReCGairtel to Burcu, 12/1/65, captioned "SOLO; ) 
x - ν 

+ 

| ReCGairtel 12/1/65 sets forth information pertaining to 321,176 of the United Stutes currency provided to the CP URA by the Soviets through cq 58fh-se, " 

The above informition has been sent to the Voucher 
Stutistical Section for processing through the Automatic 
Datc Processing Unit Service, NYO requests thet the Voucher .. Stutisticsl Section place the following fLlle number and serial number us the original location for the ubove, ey 
O5=17096A1197. For the information of the Voucher Stutistieal Section, should, in the future, the Chicago office send any 
additional information pertaining to currency Lurnished to ὁ, 3 the CP USA by the Soviets, that they request the NYO to furni a: the file number and serial munber for the original loecution. , : 

ty 

ter 9 rr j oy 

For the information of the Chicago office,in the nh 
future, uny information pertaining to the currency furnished | the CP USA by the Soviets, Chicago is requested to designate |  Gop¥ for the TRAMUS file G5-17696, | 

it is to be noted that the TRAMUS 116 is kept 
under the sume secure conditions as matters pertaining to the 
‘SOLO; IS = C"case, 

406. “τ. 1} ‘Sfureay RM a % ἐνπαπισαναμ δραιιάῃ.ὀ ὑμιπαήμαθη nn ἣν (1 - αὐ e002) Goro) NOT RECORDED 
2-Chicago (65=4302) (RM) 29 DEC 14 1965 

(I = 134.46~SUB Β) 
1-New York (100-134637) (801,0) ome eee |e 
i=Now York 

GAP: cau 

54 APR I νὸς 



| priority. 

12/10/65 

Airtel 1 -- Mr. Shaw 

| ‘PERSONAL ATTENTION 
To: ‘SACs, Chicago (134-46-Sub Β) — 

New York (100-134637) 

From: Director; FBI (100~428091) 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

Reurairtel 12/1/65, a copy of which was furnished 
Chicago. 

; Reairtel pertains to the joint Communist Party, USA ~~ 
Communist Party of Canada Marxist training school scheduled 
to be held in Toronto, Canada, from 1/3/66 to 3/28/66. 

New York and' Chicago’ should be alert to the identities > 
of the Communist Party, USA, members: selected to attend: this "7 
‘gchool. Do-everything possible to have informants attend 
‘this school. You are to regard this as mandatory and of top 

‘Promptly advise the Bureau of the steps your offices 
are taking to insure that we have informant coverage. of 5AlG 

en thy , ἘΣ ει bat 1 : ΝΕ εν . ᾿  ΠΒΟΘΉΟΘΟΣ, ee ce /00- 4. 2509L Fa 

WGS:jec ὦ REC- 34 | τ μα 

ΩΣ: sp en ast 
DEC 101965 
yur 

DeLioath meneame 
Mobt 
fasper 

1 Callchan ene 

Conrad 
Felt a cenmwtentertemnme 

Bole Se vstinesahien meena onanel 

' "Rosen 
Sultivan 
Tavel 
Trotter 
Wek 

Tele, 3 

Holm 
Gat dy ̓ ωὡκυτυνννπι 

“ot, to id. . Sy ᾿ 

A Marxist training school known as the "Institute of 
Social Science" is scheduled: to be held‘ ‘from 1/3/66 to 3/28/66 
in Toronto, Canada. Plans call for 10 students from the CPUSA 
‘and Canadian CP to attend and the school is to be staffed by 
instructors from each Party. Norman Freed of the Canadian CP 
and Hy Lumer, CPUSA Educational Secretary, are in charge of all —_ 
arrangenents. Although it appears that the CPUSA students will 0 Ὁ 
be selected by Lumer, New York and Chicago are being alerted 
to the possibility that informants may have the opportunity to 
‘attend this school. All pertinent information concerning the 
‘school has been disseminated + : 
Gaqinrsts on, . 

sre 
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ι ἘΕΠΙ ΑΒΕΤΕΙΤΟΆΤΤΟΝ AUTHORITY Ὁ ED FROM: iN 2 
FEL AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CWIDE ROUT ἮΝ } οὐ Oe ἘΠ’ 
MATE G3-06-20i2 

| 20! 

(18) 100-428092 . BS τς DY LIAISON 

| a > 1 - Liaison 
“ 1 - Mr. Shaw 

᾿ | Date: December 7, 1965 

| To: Director | " wre 
ἰ Bureau. of Inteliigence and Research 

: Department of State | \ 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director = gel 

| . Subject; COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA. : ᾿ 

: INTERNAL SECURITY: ~ CANADA ΝΣ : 

| Enclosed for your information ig a. memorandum 
captioned. "Communist Party of Canada," together with its 
enclosure. 

Ι 
f 

Upon removal of the classified enclosure, this 
letter of transmittal becomes unclassified. 

i Enclosures 2 

1. - Director (Enclosures: 2) BY. LIAISON 
| Central Intelligence Agency : 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

NOTE: ᾿ ες ΝΕ 7 A } 

Classified TPE weeTetH since data ‘in. the attached . | 
memorandum is so. classified, 

° Wi | «ἢ 100- tae] - 5207 
ι. WGS/p 

e en cd 
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UNITED STATES comm ROUTE IN ENV BLOP WE 
Casper 

haa Memorandum mies 
Sale mown 

τὸ ἵν, W. 6, ϑυχλάνεῖν DATE: 12/8/65 Se σσσοσς 
TEOUEE vepenineenet 

1 ~ Mr. Belmont tie hon 
FROM cF, J, Baungardney, 1 - Mr. Sullivan gelges weeemme 

1 = Mr. Baumgardner |, ᾿ 
1 ~ Mr. Shaw ΠΝ | ' A? 

ge 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~~ COMMUNIST df 

My memorandum of 11/10/65 set forth in detail receipt 
and disbursements of funds from the Soviet Union.and Red China 
by the Communist Party, USA, during October, 1965. The following 
schedule shows the present status of these funds together with 
receipts and disbursements during November, 1965, ef 

ἀ:1 
SUMMARY : Pt 

Totaly received from the Soviet Union 9/58 to 11/30/65....$3,4 448, 639,00 
} otal, received from Red Chinav2/60''to 11/30/65...ccccces. 0,000.00 
τ Grand’ total received 9/58 to 11/30/65. ccccccccnscensece 
Lo alzdisbursements to 11/30/65, ..cccccccccccccsccewsecs! 711,22 

tq Balance of Fund ΠΟ, πο ΕΘΝ 
tad es ae — ! 

#$1,023,533.78 maintained by NY 694-S* in ‘New York City. 
3 176,394.00 maintained by CG 5824-S* in Chicago, * 

4 Be ; a 

DETAILS:, Ὁ | | ag 

Total received from the Soviet Union 9/58 ‘to 10/31/65...$3, 207 , 463.00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to 10/31/65.....ce00. 50, 000.00 ᾿ 
Grand total received 9/58 to 10/31/65. ..ccccccccccccvces 
Total disbursements to: 10/31/65.....cccccececccccscesses 2. 271, 307, 22 

te Balance of Fund 10/31/65... .ccccccccevseccenceed 555 155.78 * 
m " 
d 

RECEIPTS DURING NOVEMBER, LOGS. .ccccccccccccccenecscovessH 236,176 .,.00** 

**k$215,000 received by NY 694~S* in New York City on 
11/18/65 from Nikolai Talanov, Soviet Mission to the 
United Nations; $21,176 received by CG 5824-S* in 
Moscow, Russia, in early November, 1965, from the ἐξ 
International Department, Central : L ‘Committee, Co Communis 
Party of the Soviet Union. 2 20- O~ Yip Δ. £09/ £26 

> 
100-428091 gs ‘6 "DEC LA 1985 

y , oa dis ᾿ἱ 
WGSijec Ὁ A tomanemt ei . 

(5) ἢ ΕΧ ΤΌ CONTINUED - OVER ἊΝ 



δ΄... oa 

Memorandum to Mr. W. α. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 

DISBURSEMENTS DURING NOVEMBER, 1965: 

11/2/65 ~ For travel expenses of Claude Lightfoot, . 
Vice~Chairman, Communist Party, USA, on 
trip to Moscow, ΣΉ 100.00 

11/18/65 ..ὄ For investment in real'estate in behalf 
of the Communist Party, USA, and to cover 
travel of Party delegation to the Soviet 
Unione ceccccssesresvccesscncsessesecees 12,000.00 

11/18/65 .- For operating expenses of the national 
headquarters, Communist Party, USA.-ses 10,000.00 

11/19/65 - For books sent to the Communist Parties 
of the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia. 50,00 

11/30/65 - For gifts. presented to Gus Hall, General tee 
Secretar Party, USA, Hall's 070 
wife and CHRO HERES EES ESOEOS 229.00 

11/30/65. = For expenses of Henry Winston, Vice-Chairman, 
Communist Party, USA, in connection with 
his travel to Chilecccscccssccscsscccer 25,00 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS FOR NOVEMBER, 2965.ecscccevcene 22,404.00 

BALANCE OF ‘FUND ἰνίον "NOVEMBER 30, WG5.cccnsscceeseesd 1,199,927.78 

ACTION: 

| None, This memorandum is submitted for your information. 
An‘up-to-date accounting ‘of Solo funds will: be brought to your 
attention each month. Details of the accounting of these funds 
are not to be. disseminated, 

yf” 



4 PO-36 SBhevb+22-64) : 4, | ΕΝ ᾿ . 
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was mare] EN Y wLOPE : 
ROUTE EN 12/9/65 | 

Transmit the following in 
(Type ta plaittext or code} 

Vie AIRTEL _- REGISTERED | | 
1 (Priority) [ 

ΗΝ ore πῶ πε ee ee et ἔπι πὐμεὶ ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
‘i 

i SUBJECT: CyoLe 

On 12/9/65, there was received at a New York City 
mail drop a letter from WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secretary 
of the Canadian CP, addressed to GUS HALL under the latter's . 
pseudonym “HERBERT.” The note enclosed a Let er dated ¢. 
November 4, 1965, at Prague, from SEBASTIAN/ZAPIRAIN of the - 

qoews Spanish CP, which is as follows: 4a! 

"Prague, Nov. 4, 1965 

"> the Central Committee | nt 
of the CP,USA | 
New York 

"Dear Comrades: ᾿ "Γὰς 
g Atle δον, 

"on 12/9/65 Comrade poLones: S TRARRURI president 
of our Party, will be 70 years ond. SPE pa ͵  » 

"Those conscious of the sympathy and affection 
that Comrade DOLORES enjoys among us and of the solidarity 
and aid that she brings to the fight of the Spanish 
people and to the work of our Party, are receiving this 
letter because we are sure that on this memorable 
occasion you will want to make evident once more your 
sentiments towards her in a friendly greeting. 

VIE, yy BRA τον /00-49 (07/398 ἢ 
1 - Chicago ( (134-46-Sub B) (ane. 2) (AM RM) 0 meee tact cores 
1 - NY 134-91 {aw) i) + ΜΝ 
1 - NY 100-134  & DEO 15 i865 

ACB:msb ake fT) ἜΝ ali — a 

(7) | 

Approved: 

τ: 

Va 
ca © Sent wo MO Per 

Specitl Agent in Charge 

BE DEC TO 1985 
By “L 



NY 100-134637 

"We use this occasion, dear Comrades, to 
reiterate our fraternal friendship. 

"Gendtal Communist greetings 
By the Central Committee of 
the CP of Spain 

/s/ “SEBASTIAN ZAPIRAIN" 

The above letter was translated at the NY@ and 
apparently was forwarded through the "World Marxist Review" 
in Prague. 

In view of the current illness of NY 694-S*, the 
original letter 1s being forwarded to the Chicago Office for 
transmittal to CG 5824-S*, who is being requested to handle 
this matter. The content of the aforesaid letter teeing wA4S 
furnished telephonically to the Chicago Office. 

-2- 
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> MAY 1842 EDITION ᾿ 

UNITED STATES G NMENT ον 
mont 

τς mpurmnneteietn Memorandum ca 
Conrad seem + 

. Ἐξ 

TO We. Ὁ, Sullival, DATE: 12/7/65 VA capes Ἢ 
] — Belmont Sullivon 
1 ~ Sullivan fave) menor 

FROM: F, J. Baumgardner 1 ~ Baumgardner tole, ROOT mamas 
ἊΜ 1 -- Shaw se anne 

SUBJECT: Q 0 

pr 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

al 

In the attached letter, SAC, New York, advised that un 
advised to the contrary, Special Agent George Edwin Jones would 
replace Special Agent John Dennis O'Connell as the alternate Agent 
in handling NY 694-S*, effective upon the retirement of Special Agent 
O'Connell on 12/30/65, 

SAC noted that Special Agent Jones, who has been an Agent 
Since 1951, has a thorough knowledge of the communist picture plus 
a retentive memory which is so helpful in the Solo operation, 
Special Agent Jones, who formerly served as the alternate Agent for 

NY 694-S% was removed from that assignment at his own request in 

ad 

May, 1963, following a stroke, SAC advised that Special Agent Jones* 
health has now improved to a point where his health would not be 
affected by this assignment. SAC further noted that NY 694-S*, who 
at times is difficult to handle, has always enjoyed a pleasant 
relationship with Special Agent Jones, 

OBSERVATIONS: i 

“ a] 
at 

i Special Agent Jones is presently on limited duty ‘and has 
been on limited duty since May, 1963, when he suffered.a stroke which 
affected his speech, heart, and oxygen supply. He is-presently 
receiving medication in the form of anti-coagulants, “ 

Boga al 

The Solo operation, which is of inestimable’value,; requixes 
the contacting and alternate contacting Agents for NY 694-S* to work 
as a team devoting a great deal of their personal time, including 
nights and weekends, to the many problems which arise in the handling 
and guidance of NY 694~-S* and informant's activities. In view of the 
rigors of this assignment, it is not deemed judicious to utilize an 
Agent with the type of health problem which Special Agent Jones has 

RECOMMENDATION : a sO ες 
ee πΠΤΙΕ ie ro . 

‘ipatithe attached: letter be sent to New York advising that 
Special Agent Jones should not be used:as'the alternate ‘contacting 

ον ὟΝ ΕΣ = 

an 

a ΠΕ. σατο 

en 

Pee. ἢν 
Bias, 

Enc. ~ (fe ! 
100~428091 | 
WGS spdb 

iW, B OEC 15 1985 
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SAC, New York '(100-134637) 12/8/65 

| "REC. } - 1 ~ Belmont 
Director, FBI F{o0~428091) ΕΝ 74} 1... Sullivan 

΄ 1 .. Baumgardner 

SOLO 
18 -ο : 0 

Reurlet 12/2/65. 

Rolet ‘stated. that ‘BACB, SA George’ Kdwin Jones 
would replace SA John Dennis O'Connell as the alternate 
Agent for NY 694-S* effective upon SA O'Connell's retirement 
on 12/30/65, 

Ag. your office 18 aware, the Solo operation 
requires that the: contacting and alternate Agents work 
‘Iargely as a team in devoting a great deal of their 
personal time, including nights and: weekends, to the many 
problems which. arise in the handling and guidance of NY 694-8*. 
-and informant's activities. While 8A Jones on the basis | 
of his experience appears to possess the necessary qualifications 
for this assignment, it ia noted that he is presently on 
limited duty and receiving medication in the form of 
anti-coagulents. In view of the rigors of this assignment, 
it is not deemed judicious to utilize an Agent with the 
type of health problem ‘which SA Jones. has. 

In view of the foregoing, SA Jones is not approved 
as the alternate Agent for NY 694-8*, Your office should 
promptly submit recommendations for the use of another Agent 
as the alternate Agent for NY 694-8*, 

WGS:pdb @ 

NOTE: τ , 

e cover memorandum F, J, Baumgardner to W. C. sullivan, 
dated 12/7768, sane caption, prepared by WGS:pdb. 

CASDOT aeewetenewnie 

Τὶ ταν πριν 

Lonrad at annem! 

Felt alrepempiahiteripren 

δος Lt ted td 

POSE  ΥΟΝΜΌΒΟΝ 
ὄν νον ποκων 
Ἰᾳνᾳ] ονατωαιτανν πόνον 
TLOLLSD  ΟΌΝ0ΟΝ 

"Tele, σοῦ ὠκώμνν, 

SES BEC BS St reLerype Ὁ [1] 
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UNITED SrAEs οι ως | ᾿ 

Memorandum ROUTH IN ENVELOPE 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (106-428091) DATE: 12/2/65 

(ATT: ASS'T. DIR. WILLTAM 6, SULLIVAN) "2 

WO, 10 "» a 
» 

: SAC, NEW YORK (10θ..13}637) 

SUBJEC ‘Goro 
=" 

As the Bureau is aware, SA JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL has been 
the alternate agent in handling NY 694-S*, Reference is being made 
to SA O'CONNELL'S letter of 12/1/65 to the Bureau at which time he 
submitted his application for retirement, effective 12/30/65. It 
Will now be necessary to designate another alternate agent. 

In connection with the designation of an alternate, various 
factors must be taken into consideration. This office feels that 
the SOLO operation, as well as the activities of the informant in 
general, is one of the most important aspects of the work being 
handled in the NYO. Realizing the significance of this operation, 
extreme caution must be exercised in choosing the agent to act as 
the alternate. It is felt that handling one of the most important 
operations in the Bureau deserves the assignment of one of the 
most outstanding agents in this office and to do otherwise would 
be doing the Bureau an injustice. In addition, and if at all 
possible, it is also most important that an agent be designated 
who has the ability and personality to get along with NY 694- $*, 
The Bureau is well aware of the fact that at times NY 694-S* can 
be most difficult to handle. Taking all these matters under 
consideration, I have concluded that SA GEORGE EDWIN JONES is the 
proper . man for that assignment. 

SA JONES has been in the Bureau since 1/29/51 and in the NYO 
since 3/30/55. Much of ‘his work has been in the security field. 
This agent has proved himself to be one of the most capable agents 
in the Bureau. He has a thorough knowledge of the Communist picture 
and, in-addition, has a type of retentive memory, especially involving 
individuals, which is so helpful in the SOLO operation. ΞΖ 

Θ- Bureau (RM) 
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NY 100-134637 

_ For some period of time and up to the middle of 1963, SA 
JONES was ‘the alternate agent in handling this informant. He 

was removed at his own request because of a stroke. Since that | 
time his health has steadily improved to a point where his health 
would not be affected by his assignment. Of great importance in 
‘connection with this designation is that the informant took a 
great liking to SA JONES and as a result a very close relationship 
was developed. He was always extremely pleased and satisfied 
with his relationship with SA JONES and, in fact, has on man 
occasions since his removal from that position contacted SA JONES 
in order to converse with him. It is certain that this informant 
will be extremely elated when told that SA JONES has been picked 
.as one of his contacting agents. © : 

Therefore, UACB, SA JONES has been designated as the alternate 

agent to work with SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON in handling NY 694~S%, 

-2- 
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UNITED STATES «ον... 

eats | Memorandum 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 12/10/65 

Brom + ΒΑΟ, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) GK 

ς΄ 

» 4 

On December 9, 1965, CG 5824-S*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, furnished a letter received 
that date at a confidential mail address maintained by 
CG 5824-S* for receipt of mail from the Communist Party of 
Canada (CPC). The letter was postmarked December 7, 1965, 
7:30 p.m., at Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Set forth herein- 
after is the text of this letter which was from WILLIAM 
KASHTAN, General Secretary of the CPC. The parenthetical 
insertions have been added by the source in order to add 
clarity to the message: 

"Dec. 6th. 1965. 

"Dear Michael: (pseudonym for CG 5824-S*) 

7 "Thanks for your brief note. The lad (representative 
from the CP, USA to discuss joint CP, USA-CPC School; probably 
Hy Lumer) came and left. I gave him a place to communicate 
(new drop address for CPC) which I am sure he will pass on. 
Bearing that in mind don’t send anymore notes where you sent 
this, e (last note sent to Kashtan in care of his daughter, 

_-SueAaynan, 2700 Bathurst St., Apt. 507, Toronto, Ontario, 
anada). Apart from the above we are beginning to enter the 

pre-xmas lull altho there are all sorts of matters requiring 
our attention including preparations for our national do (CPC 
National Convention). I suppose you too, are in a somewhat 
Similar position, perhaps more so with escalators (reference 
to people in US who favor escalating the war in Vietnam) 
floating all over the place. Ἐ 

"As soon as our group (CPC delegation in USSR for 
11/7/65 celebration) returns will advise you = probably in two 
weeks time. 406 “AA GOF | — SAT 

_ REC-6 "all the best, "" * act 6 DFC 16 1965 κοι as ever, 
Ao ro fia. /s/ K (William Kashtan)" 
Bureau (RM) 

l-New York (100-134637) (Info) (RM) 
2-Chicago 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

CG 5824-S* advised that he has no idea why the drop 
address in Canada is being changed but may see LUMER in New 
York City this week end at which time he may determine from 
LUMER whether KASHTAN gave any reason for the change, At 
that time, also, CG 5824-S* will obtain from LUMER the new 
drop address. 

. Pertinent information contained herein will be 
disseminated to the appropriate field office by separate 
communication with the necessary caution statement. 
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